
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

SONOMA VALLEY HEALTH CARE DISTRICT 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS  

AGENDA 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2021 

REGULAR SESSION 6:00 P.M. 
 HELD VIA ZOOM VIDEOCONFERENCE ONLY 

To participate via Zoom videoconferencing 
use the link below: 

https://sonomavalleyhospital-
org.zoom.us/j/95035482044?pwd=enBpRWIyYkNlbENIYkdqbWFvRmZTU
T09 

and enter the Meeting ID: 950 3548 2044, Passcode: 668583 

To participate via telephone only, 
dial: 1-669 900 9128 or 1-669 219 2599 

and enter the Meeting ID: 950 3548 2044, Passcode: 668583 

In compliance with the Americans Disabilities Act, if you require special 
accommodations to participate in a District meeting, please contact District 
Clerk Jenny Fontes at jfontes@sonomavalleyhospital.org at least 48 hours 
prior to the meeting. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 

 

AGENDA ITEM    

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of SVHCD is to maintain, improve, and restore the health 
of everyone in our community. 

   

1.  CALL TO ORDER Rymer   

2. CLOSED SESSION 
a. Calif. Government Code §54956.9(d)(1): Discussion on 

Existing Litigation (case name unspecified due to patient 
confidentiality) 

b. Calif. Government Code §54956.9(d)(4): Conference 
Regarding Litigation – Approved Contract Settlement related 
to ODC 

c. Calif. Government Code § 37606 and Health and Safety Code 
§ 32106: Trade Secret Regarding Proposed New Services and 
Contract Negotiations 

   

3. REPORT ON CLOSED SESSION    

4. PUBLIC COMMENT  
At this time, members of the public may comment on any item not appearing 
on the agenda. It is recommended that you keep your comments to three 
minutes or less. Under State Law, matters presented under this item cannot be 
discussed or acted upon by the Board at this time. For items appearing on the 
agenda, the public will be invited to make comments at the time the item comes 
up for Board consideration.  

   

https://sonomavalleyhospital-org.zoom.us/j/95035482044?pwd=enBpRWIyYkNlbENIYkdqbWFvRmZTUT09
https://sonomavalleyhospital-org.zoom.us/j/95035482044?pwd=enBpRWIyYkNlbENIYkdqbWFvRmZTUT09
https://sonomavalleyhospital-org.zoom.us/j/95035482044?pwd=enBpRWIyYkNlbENIYkdqbWFvRmZTUT09
https://sonomavalleyhospital-org.zoom.us/j/95035482044?pwd=enBpRWIyYkNlbENIYkdqbWFvRmZTUT09
mailto:jfontes@sonomavalleyhospital.


 

5.  BOARD CHAIR COMMENTS Rymer   

6.   CONSENT CALENDAR  
a. Board Minutes 11.04.21 
b. Audit Committee Minutes 10.26.21 
c. Finance Committee Minutes 10.26.21 
d. Governance Committee Minutes 10.20.21  
e. Annual Report  
f. Resolution 362: Brown Act Amendment AB 361 -Flexibility 

for Virtual Meetings  
g. Acknowledging Election Results  
h. Medical Staff Credentialing 

Rymer Action  
Pages 1 - 3 
Pages 4 - 5 
Pages 6 - 8 
Pages 9 – 11 
Pages 12- 21 
Pages 22 -24 
 
Pages 25 - 37 
 
 
 
  
 
 

7. ELECT DISTRICT OFFICERS  Rymer Action  

8. AGREEMENT TO TERMINATE DOME  Hennelly Action  

9. EXCEPTION FOR EMERGENCY CONTRACT Hennelly Action Pages 38 - 50 

10. EHR CONTRACT Kidd/Hennelly Action Pages 51 -93 

11. QUIP BRIDGE LOAN APPROVAL Dungan/Jensen Action Pages 94 - 99 

12. PROJECT/CAPITAL SPENDING CHART (revised) Dungan/Jensen Action Page 100  

13. ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT FOR NOVEMBER 2021 Hennelly Inform Page 101 

14. GOVERNANCE & FINANCE WORKPLAN 
APPROVAL  

Boerum Action Pages 102 - 
103  

15. BOARD OF DIRECTORS WORKPLAN APPROVAL Rymer Action Pages 104 - 
105 

16. CMO REPORT Kidd Inform Pages 106 -
107 

17. FINANCIALS FOR MONTH END OCTOBER 2021 Dungan Inform Pages 108 - 
117 

18. DISCUSSION ABOUT IN PERSON 
BOARD/COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Rymer Inform  

19. BOARD COMMENTS Board Members   

20. ADJOURN 
 

Rymer   

Note: To view this meeting you may visit http://sonomatv.org/ or YouTube.com. 

http://sonomatv.org/
http://sonomatv.org/


 

SONOMA VALLEY HEALTH CARE DISTRICT 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ REGULAR MEETING 

MINUTES 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2021 

HELD VIA ZOOM VIDEOCONFERENCE 

 RECOMMENDATION 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of SVHCD is to maintain, improve and restore the health 

of everyone in our community. 

  

1. CALL TO ORDER  Bjorndal  

The meeting was called to order at 6:00 p.m.   

2. PUBLIC COMMENT ON CLOSED SESSION Bjorndal  

None   

3. CLOSED SESSION 

a. Calif. Government Code § 54956.9(d)(4): Conference 

Regarding Closed Litigation – Approved Contract Settlement 

Related to ODC 

b. Calif. Government Code § 37606 and Health and Safety Code 

§ 32106: Trade Secret Regarding Proposed New Services 

  

4.   REPORT ON CLOSED SESSION Bjorndal  

The closed session was held to discuss potential litigation related to 

ODC. The closed session was informational only; no decisions were 

made. 

  

5. PUBLIC COMMENT    

None   

6.  BOARD CHAIR COMMENTS   

Dr. Bjorndal thanked the community and committee for helping to get 

Measure F passed. 

 

  

7. CONSENT CALENDAR Bjorndal Action 

a. Board Minutes 10.07.21 

b. Quality Committee Minutes 09.22.21 

c. Finance Committee Minutes 09.28.21 

d. Governance Committee Minutes 07.21.21/08.25.21/09.29.21 

e. Resolution 362: Brown Act Amendment AB 361 -

Flexibility for Virtual Meetings 

f. Policy and Procedures 

Medical Staff Credentialing 

 MOTION: by Boerum 

to approve, 2nd by 

Kornblatt-Idell. All in 

favor. 

 

8.   EHR UPDATE Kidd Inform 

Dr. Kidd gave an update on the EHR Project. The number one goal of 

the EHR project is interoperability and how the new Electronic Health 

Record will communicate with other hospitals and practices. The 

technology that provides this function is Providence Community 

Technologies EPIC. EPIC has a program called EPIC Community 

  



Connect, in which larger institutions can extend their versions to 

smaller hospitals. The smaller hospitals then contract directly with the 

institution that owns the original agreement. Providence Community 

Technologies is part of the parent Providence Company. Currently, 

thirty hospitals on the West Coast are using EPIC technology 

successfully. Dr. Kidd explained that EPIC Community Connect is 

ideal for SVH because of inoperability. EPIC has ability to increase 

revenue and drive volume process improvement.  

9. CMO REPORT Kidd Inform 

Dr. Kidd reviewed the CMO report.  SVH saw a decline in Covid 

cases for the month of October. The community has seen slight 

increases for two weeks. Pediatric vaccines have been approved 

through Pfizer and boosters were approved for anyone who wants one. 

Approvals for mix and match boosters were also approved. Boosters 

are not considered necessary to be considered as fully vaccinated. 

SVH is offering boosters to patients and employees and continues to 

offer vaccines to patients that are at the hospital for a different reason. 

SVH is coordinating with the school district and community health 

center to provide education about the vaccine.  

 

Case Managers and Social Workers are now fully staffed, Central 

Sterile is facing recent staff turnover. Dr. Kidd introduced the new 

Director of Quality, Kylie Cooper. Quality is moving their data 

abstraction to Q-Centrix, also used by UCSF. 

 

  

10.  ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT FOR OCTOBER 2021 

 
Hennelly Inform 

Mr. Hennelly reviewed the Administrative Report for October 2021. 

He stated the hospital continues to see increased outpatient volumes 

and welcomed new ideas from our new hires Terry McKinney and 

Kylie Cooper. An architect is reviewing the ODC project. The project 

is on hold as we separate with the prior contractor, the project will 

restart soon. Vaccination rates continue to be high at SVH.  

  

11. FINANCIALS FOR THE MONTH ENDED 

SEPTEMBER 31, 2021 

Dungan Inform 

Ms. Dungan reviewed the Financials for month end September. She 

said September saw similar trends as in the previous months. There 

were higher volumes in the ER and outpatient, and lower inpatient 

surgeries. The cash collection goal for September was $3.9M and the 

hospital collected under goal by 375K. Year-to-date, under collection 

by $752K. Day’s cash on hand were 45.5, A/R days were 42.4, A/P 

was $3.5M, A/P days were 43.1. Interest payable for go bonds and 

long-term debt decreased. This reflects August principal payments of 

the bonds. Total operating revenue was over budget by $616K, 

operating expenses worse than budget by $335K. Net loss of $264,569 

vs. a budgeted loss of $16,248. EBDA of -5.7% vs. budgeted EBDA - 

14.6%. Expecting 2.6M to 2.7M from IGT in late December 2021 or 

January 2022 and a matching IGT for 1.3M in February 2022. 

Average days of cash on hand beginning of September 45.5 Average 

Day of cash of hand at the end of the month is 47.3. 

  

12. OUTPATIENT DIAGNOSTIC CENTER 

RESOLUTION 

Hennelly  



On hold. Will be discussed at a future meeting.   

13. CAPITAL SPENDING PLAN Hennelly  Action 

Mr. Hennelly reviewed the Capital Spending Plan, and the anticipated 

funding gap.  He presented known funding sources as well as other 

possible sources. At this time, Mr. Hennelly requested the Board 

approve three planned capital items: capital equipment, IT equipment, 

and building improvements.  

 MOTION: by Boerum 

to approve, 2nd by 

Mainardi. All in favor. 

 

14. APPROVE FY 2021 AUDIT Marek/Brause Action 

Elizabeth Marek and Bill Brause from Armanino reviewed the FY 

2021 Audit Report. There were no significant deficiencies or 

weaknesses found during the audit. Ms. Marek indicated managements 

financial statements and the report are fairly stated in all material 

respects.  

 MOTION: by Boerum 

to approve, 2nd by 

Kornblatt-Idell. All in 

favor. 

 

15. FINANCE COMMITTEE QUARTERLY REPORT Boerum Inform 

Mr. Boerum reviewed the Finance Committee Quarterly Report. He 

said the Finance Committee Members were asked to give their 

opinions on what qualities and attributes they would like to see in the 

new CFO. He hopes this was useful to the CEO as he began 

recruitment. Mr. Hennelly mentioned participants for the panel 

interviews have been arranged. 

  

16. PARCEL TAX RESOLUTION 363 Bjorndal Action 

Dr. Bjorndal presented the Parcel Tax Resolution from the Board as a 

thank you to the campaign committee and volunteers for their hard 

work. Mr. Boerum requested Board Chair Joshua Rymer be added to 

Parcel Tax Resolution. 

 Vote by Roll Call: 

Boerum - Aye 

Kornblatt Idell - Aye 

Bjorndal - Aye 

Mainardi - Aye 

17. BOARD COMMENTS Board 

Members 

 

None   

18. ADJOURN Bjorndal  

Adjourned at 7:16 pm   

 



 

 

SVHCD 

AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING 

MINUTES 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2021 

Via Zoom Teleconference 

 

 

Present Excused Staff Public 

Bill Boerum, via Zoom 

Joshua Rymer, via Zoom 

Art Grandy, via Zoom 

 

 

 

 

Graham Smith John Hennelly, CEO, via Zoom 

Ken Jensen, CFO, via Zoom 

Sarah Dungan, Controller, via Zoom 

Dawn Kuwahara via Zoom 

Celia Kruse De La Rosa, via Zoom 

Jenny Fontes, via Zoom 

Bill Brause, Armanino, via Zoom 

Elizabeth Marek, Armanino, via Zoom 

Judy Bjorndal, via Zoom 

Susan Kornblatt Idell, via Zoom 

Catherine Donahue, via Zoom 

Carl Gerlach, via Zoom 

Wendy Lee, via Zoom 

 

AGENDA ITEM DISCUSSION ACTIONS FOLLOW-UP 

MISSION & VISION STATEMENT 

The mission of SVHCD is to maintain, improve and 

restore the health of everyone in our community. 

   

1.  CALL TO ORDER/ANNOUNCEMENTS Boerum   

 Called to order at 4:00 pm   

2. PUBLIC COMMENT SECTION Boerum   

 None   

3. ANNUAL AUDIT 2021 Boerum   

  



 

 Mr. Jensen introduced Mr. Brause, audit partner, 

and Ms. Marek, engagement manager, both with 

Armanino LLP. Ms. Marek reported that the audit 

was done remotely this year. She shared a 

presentation on the audit approach and areas of 

focus.  

 

There were no significant deficiencies or 

weaknesses found during the audit. Ms. Marek 

indicated managements financial statements and the 

report are fairly stated in all material respects. The 

financials contain an unmodified opinion. Ms. 

Marek said the hospital received about $5.6M in 

provider relief funds from Health and Human 

Services (HHS). Due to the level of funds exceeding 

the Federal threshold of $750k, the hospital was 

required to complete a Single Audit related to the 

receipt and use of the government funds. A report 

will be submitted on the expenditures of the grant as 

of June 2021, and an additional report for the Single 

Audit. When report is ready will be sent to audit 

committee to review with Armanino LLP. 

 

The Committee recommended approval of the 2021 

draft audit by the Board of Directors. 

MOTION: by Rymer to 

recommend the draft 

audited financials to the 

Board, 2nd by Grandy. All 

in favor. 

 

4. ADJOURN Boerum   

 Meeting adjourned at 4:57 p.m.   

 



 

 

SVHCD 
FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING 

MINUTES 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2021 

Via Zoom Teleconference 

 

 
Present Excused Staff Public 
Bill Boerum, via Zoom 
Joshua Rymer, via Zoom 
Judy Bjorndal, via Zoom 
Subhash Mishra, MD via Zoom 
Art Grandy, via Zoom 
Bruce Flynn, via Zoom 
Peter Hohorst, via Zoom 
Wendy Lee, via Zoom  
Carl Gerlach, via Zoom 
Catherine Donahue, via Zoom 
 

 Jenny Fontes via Zoom 
Sarah Dungan via Zoom 
Dawn Kuwahara, CAO, via Zoom 
Kimberly Drummond, via Zoom 
John Hennelly, via Zoom 
 

 

AGENDA ITEM DISCUSSION ACTIONS FOLLOW-UP 
MISSION & VISION STATEMENT 
The mission of SVHCD is to maintain, improve and 
restore the health of everyone in our community. 

   

1.  CALL TO ORDER/ANNOUNCEMENTS Boerum   
 Called to order at 5:00 p.m. 

 
  

2. PUBLIC COMMENT SECTION Boerum   

    
3. CONSENT CALENDAR (ACTION) Boerum   

a. Finance Committee Minutes 09.28.21  MOTION: by Flynn   to 
approve, 2nd by Hohorst. 
All in favor. 

 

4. DOME SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS Hennelly   



 

 Mr. Hennelly reported he is still working on 
negotiations with DOME. Negotiations are currently 
at $1.5M, down by 35% to 40%, his goal is zero. He 
is working with the sub-contractors to get a 
discounted rate. An alternative contractor has been 
identified to finish the current phase of project. An 
RFP will be submitted for the phase two. The 
Finance Committee determined not give Mr. 
Hennelly approval for a specific negotiable amount.  

  

5. CAPITAL SPENDING PLAN Hennelly MOTION: by Rymer to 
approve, 2nd by Hohorst. 
All in favor. 

 

 Mr. Hennelly reviewed the Capital Spending Plan 
document. Total FY capital needs equipment and 
improvements in 2022 $4.2M, total FY capital needs 
in 2023 $4.5M.  Budget is just under $5M for the 
ODC. Building capital needs include the elevators, 
café, electrical upgrades, roofs, etc. Mr. Hennelly 
explained that the likely EHR system has been used 
successfully in many other community hospitals. 
We will have a clear projection before we start 
regarding what items we need to buy, there will be 
connectivity to UCSF’s EPIC.  

  

6. FINANCIAL REPORT FOR MONTH END 
SEPTEMBER 

Dungan   

 Ms. Dungan reported outpatient and ER volumes 
were up in September. The cash collection goal for 
September was $3.9M and the hospital collected 
under goal by $375K. Year-to-date, under collection 
by $752K. Day’s cash on hand were 45.5, A/R days 
were 42.4, A/P was $3.5M, A/P days were 43.1. 
Interest payable for GO bonds and long-term debt 
decreased. This reflects August principal payments 
of the bonds. Total operating revenue was over 
budget by $616K, operating expenses worse than 
budget by $335K. Net loss of $26K vs. a budgeted 
loss of $16K. EBDA of -5.7% vs. budgeted EBDA - 
14.6%. Expecting $2.6M to $2.7M from IGT in late 
December 2021 or January 2022 and a matching 
IGT payment of $1.3M in February 2022. Average 

  



 

days of cash on hand beginning of September 45.5 
Average Day of cash of hand at the end of the 
month is 47.3.  

7. NOVEMBER MEETING SCHEDULE 11/23/21 Boerum   

 The Finance Committee meeting schedule will 
remain as previously scheduled for November. The 
Finance Committee will meet on November 23, 
2021, at 5:00 p.m. 

  

8. ADJOURN Boerum   

 Meeting adjourned at 6:12 p.m.   

 



 

 

SVHCD GOVERNANCE  
COMMITTEE MEETING 

MINUTES 
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 20, 2021 

 

 
Present Absent Staff Public 
Bill Boerum via Zoom 
Judith Bjorndal via Zoom 
Amy Jenkins via Zoom 
 

 Jenny Fontes via Zoom 
 

 

AGENDA ITEM DISCUSSION ACTIONS FOLLOW-UP 
MISSION & VISION STATEMENT 
The mission of SVHCD is to maintain, improve and 
restore the health of everyone in our community. 

   

1.  CALL TO ORDER/ANNOUNCEMENTS Boerum   
 Called to order at 6:00 p.m. Mr. Boerum welcomed 

Amy Jenkins and thanked her for joining the 
Governance Committee. The November Governance 
meeting is on the schedule, the December meeting may 
be cancelled. 

  

2. PUBLIC COMMENT SECTION Boerum   

 None   
3. CONSENT CALENDAR Boerum   

Governance Committee Minutes 09/29/21  MOTION: by Bjorndal 
to approve, 2nd by 
Boerum. All in favor. 
 
 

 

4. IDENTIFY 2022 WORK PLAN ELEMENTS Boerum   
 Ms. Bjorndal reviewed the responsibilities of the 

committee and suggested the following items be 
included in the work plan.  

• The committee shall review the 
composition of the Standing Committee 

  



 

annually for vacancies.  
• Identify skill sets of committee members. 

Confirm they went through the right 
procedures and were vetted by the Board. 

• Design new member orientation and 
reassess periodically. This was done 
recently. Does not need to be on 2022 
work plan. 

• Continuing Education of the Board. This 
item will be added to the January 2022 
work plan. Add mandatory training and 
continuing education that we think will be 
useful. Specifically list the courses. Mr. 
Boerum will contact Ms. McKissock 
regarding specific courses. 

• Plan annual retreats. Board Chair decides 
when annual retreats will occur. Add this 
item to the work plan for January 2022. 

• Ensure annual Board self-assessment is 
complete. This will be added to the 
November 2022 work plan. The self-
assessments are organized through Ms. 
McKissock and are utilized at the Board 
retreats. 

• Compliance: Conduct a review and 
revision of all Board policies as dictated by 
the policy schedule. Mr. Fontes to send the 
policy schedule to Mr. Boerum and Ms. 
Bjorndal. 

• Legislation is not applicable. Will not be 
added to workplan. CEO currently 
responds to these requests. 

• Ms. Bjorndal reviewed the bylaws and 
stated the GC should be reviewing the 
district bylaws bi-annually. Review of the 
district bylaws will be added to the 2022 
work plan. 

 
The Governance Committee must submit a work plan 
to the Board at the January BOD meeting. 



 

5. RESEARCH CODE OF CONDUCT 
REFERENCE 

Boerum   

 Mr. Boerum suggested revisions to GC Charter. He 
said we should remove “Code of Conduct and” in the 
last bullet point under “Annual GC Calendar.” Mr. 
Boerum will confirm this revision with Ms. McKissock 
and will ask her to join a GC meeting to discuss the 
compliance program.  
 
Agenda items for November’s meeting will include 
Ms. McKissock’s compliance discussion and an action 
item to approve and consider work plan draft.  

  

6. ADJOURN Boerum   
 Adjourned at 6:35 p.m.   
 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RESOLUTION NO. 362 

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE 

DISTRICT PROCLAIMING A LOCAL EMERGENCY PERSISTS, RE-RATIFYING THE 

PROCLAMATION OF A STATE OF EMERGENCY BY AB361, AND RE-AUTHORIZING REMOTE 

TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS OF THE LEGISLATIVE BODIES OF SONOMA VALLEY 

HEALTHCARE DISTRICT FOR THE PERIOD OCTOBER 1ST, 2021 TO OCTOBER 31ST, 2021 

PURSUANT TO BROWN ACT PROVISIONS.  

WHEREAS, the SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE DISTRICT is committed to preserving and 

nurturing public access and participation in meetings of the Board of Directors; and  

WHEREAS, all meetings of SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE DISTRICT’s legislative bodies are 

open and public, as required by the Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Gov. Code 54950 – 54963), so that any 

member of the public may attend, participate, and watch the District’s legislative bodies conduct their 

business; and 

WHEREAS, the Brown Act, Government Code section 54953(e), makes provision for remote 

teleconferencing participation in meetings by members of a legislative body, without compliance with the 

requirements of Government Code section 54953(b)(3), subject to the existence of certain conditions; and 

WHEREAS, a required condition is that a state of emergency is declared by the Governor pursuant to 

Government Code section 8625, proclaiming the existence of conditions of disaster or of extreme peril to 

the safety of persons and property within the state caused by conditions as described in Government Code 

section 8558; and  

WHEREAS, a proclamation is made when there is an actual incident, threat of disaster, or 

extreme peril to the safety of persons and property within the jurisdictions that are within the 

District’s boundaries, caused by natural, technological or human-caused disasters; and 

WHEREAS, it is further required that state or local officials have imposed or recommended measures to 

promote social distancing, or, the legislative body meeting in person would present imminent risks to the 

health and safety of attendees; and  

WHEREAS, as a condition of extending the use of the provisions found in section 54953(e), the Board of 

Directors must reconsider the circumstances of the state of emergency that exists in the District, and the 

Board of Directors has done so; and  

WHEREAS, emergency conditions persist throughout the State of California, specifically, where the 

governor of the state signed emergency legislation to permit the continued use of online and 

teleconferencing for public meetings in AB361; and 

WHEREAS, COVID-19 continues to circulate in moderate to serious levels across the County and the 

District; and 

WHEREAS, SONOMA VALLEY HOSPITAL maintains strict social distancing and vaccination 

requirements throughout its facilities; and  

WHEREAS, SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE DISTRICT acts as role model for safe behavior for 

the community; and 



WHEREAS, Sonoma County’s Public Health Officer has strongly recommended that, in compliance with 

Government Code 54953(e), local government agencies continue to hold public meetings via online and 

via teleconference (https://socoemergency.org/recommendation-of-the-health-officer-public-meetings/);  

and 

WHEREAS, SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE DISTRICT Chief Medical Officer has recommended 

that all public meetings be conducted online or via teleconference to minimize the risk of COVID-19 

transmission; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors does hereby find that the ongoing pandemic and need to maintain 

social distance in public gatherings would create an unnecessary risk to staff, board members and the 

public, has caused, and will continue to cause, conditions of peril to the safety of persons within the 

District that are likely to be beyond the control of services, personnel, equipment, and 

facilities of the District, and desires to affirm a local emergency exists and re-ratify the proclamation of 

state of emergency by the Governor of the State of California; and 

WHEREAS, as a consequence of the local emergency persisting, the Board of Directors does hereby find 

that the legislative bodies of SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE DISTRICT shall continue to conduct 

their meetings without compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (b) of Government Code section 

54953, as authorized by subdivision (e) of section 54953, and that such legislative bodies shall continue 

to comply with the requirements to provide the public with access to the meetings as prescribed in 

paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of section 54953; and   

WHEREAS, all Sonoma Valley Healthcare District Board and Committee meetings will be fully noticed 

and agenized in compliance with the Brown Act and accessible to all via video conference.  In addition, 

public comment will be permitted up to and including during the public comment portion of each 

meeting.  

NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE 

DISTRICT DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. Recitals. The Recitals set forth above are true and correct and are 

incorporated into this Resolution by this reference. 

Section 2. Affirmation that Local Emergency Persists. The Board of Directors hereby considers the 

conditions of the state of emergency in the District and proclaims that a local emergency persists 

throughout the District, and  

WHEREAS, COVID-19 CONTINUES TO CIRCULATE IN MODERATE TO SERIOUS 

LEVELS ACROSS THE COUNTY, SONOMA VALLEY HOSPITAL MAINTAINS STRICT 

SOCIAL DISTANCING AND VACCINATION REQUIREMENTS IN ITS FACILITIES; AND, 

WHEREAS THE COUNTY’S PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER AND THE HOSPITAL’S CHIEF 

MEDICAL OFFICER RECOMMEND AGAINST HOLDING IN-PERSON, PUBLIC 

MEETINGS INDOORS. 

Section 3. Re-ratification of Governor’s Proclamation of a State of Emergency. The Board hereby ratifies 

the Governor of the State of California’s Proclamation of State of Emergency, effective as of its issuance 

date of September 16th 2021. 

https://socoemergency.org/recommendation-of-the-health-officer-public-meetings/


Section 4. Remote Teleconference Meetings. The Chief Executive Officer and legislative bodies of 

SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE DISTRICT are hereby authorized and directed to take all actions 

necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution including, continuing to conduct open and 

public meetings in accordance with Government Code section 54953(e) and other applicable provisions 

of the Brown Act. 

Section 5. Effective Date of Resolution. This Resolution shall take effect immediately 

upon its adoption and shall be effective until the earlier of (i) November 6th, 2021, or such time the Board 

of Directors adopts a subsequent resolution in accordance with Government Code section 54953(e)(3) to 

extend the time during which the legislative bodies of SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE DISTRICT 

may continue to teleconference without compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (b) of section 

54953. 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of SONOMA VALLEY HEALTHCARE 

DISTRICT, this 2nd day of December, 2021, by the following vote:

AYES:  

NOES:  

ABSENT: None 

ABSTAIN: None 





























347 Andrieux Street, Sonoma, CA 95476-6811 ⧫ 707.935-5000 ⧫ Fax 707.935.5433

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

SVH Board of Directors  

John Hennelly, CEO 

12/02/2021

Exception for Emergency Contract 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 
Management is recommending to the Sonoma Valley Hospital Board of Directors that they authorize the 
completion of CT Project – Phase 1 of the Outpatient Diagnostic Center as an emergency contract per 
the exception clause in the Policy and Procedures Governing Bidding for Facility Projects. 

As evidenced by the background iterated below, Management is asserting that this phase of the project 
is in a state of emergency and will not permit a delay resulting from a competitive solicitation of bid. 

BACKGROUND: 
The current Design Build Team (“DBT”) – Dome/Taylor has been suspended from the Outpatient 
Diagnostic Center project.  SVH is in the process of terminating the DBT and procuring a negotiated 
settlement.   

As outlined in the policy GOVERNING BIDDING FOR FACILITY PROJECTS Clause 4.4.1 - Exception For 
Emergency Contracts the following is support to allow the Board to evaluate that the completion of CT 
Phase 1 constitutes an emergency that will not permit a delay resulting from a competitive solicitation 
for bids, and that action is necessary to respond to the emergency.

The current status of the construction for the CT Phase 1 is incomplete and posing a risk to the 
organization.  The existing CT is at end of life and has maintenance issues that have rendered it 
inoperable during the repair.  This phase of the project is 90% completed with outstanding issues 
surrounding the mechanical performance of the new air handler unit.  The penthouse on the West Wing 
unit has been temporarily secured from the elements.  It is imperative that the project move forward 
without delay that would occur with a public bid once the settlement with the DBT is complete. 
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POLICY AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING BIDDING FOR 

FACILITY PROJECTS # P-2019.08.01 

1. PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this policy is to clarify the public contracting processes for 

Facility Projects (as defined in Section 2) of the Sonoma Valley Health Care District (“District”) 

and to provide guidance regarding these processes to the District’s Board of Directors (“Board”), 

President and Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”), and employees. The Policy will take effect 

when the District Board notifies the State Controller of its intention to become subject to The 

Uniform Public Construction Cost Accounting Act.  

1.2 The District’s public contracting areas for Facility Projects include purchasing, 

professional services, leasing and real estate and facilities construction.  This Construction 

Bidding Policy (“Policy”) contains general bidding policy guidelines and specifically addresses 

projects relating to the construction or improvement of a hospital or health care facility.   This 

Policy covers the contracting for professional services related to Facility Projects. It does not 

cover contracting for professional services that are not related. The Policy does not apply to 

contracts for the procurement of materials and supplies that are not related to Facility Projects. 

For these contracts the District’s Policy Governing Purchases of Materials, Supplies and 

Equipment and Procurement of Professional Services shall be used. 

1.3 It is the intent of the Board, consistent with the District’s obligations, to obtain the 

best value for all expenditures, consistent with the responsibility to provide quality health care to 

its patients.   

1.4 It is the intent of the Board to provide an equal opportunity to all qualified and 

responsible parties wishing to participate in the bidding process with respect to Facility Projects 

for the District and the Hospital.  

1.5 It is the intent of the Board to clarify, with this policy, the Board’s legal authority 

granted to the President and Chief Operating Officer (“CEO”) by the Board with regard to 

Facility Projects for the District and Hospital. It is also the intent to clarify the legal authority 

retained by the Board. 

1.6 Any contract awarded by the District shall be subject to all applicable provisions 

of federal, California and local laws, including without limitation, laws relating to the 

performance of work for a public agency.  In the event of a conflict between any contract 

documents and any applicable law, the law shall prevail. 

1.7 This policy does not address or govern contracting with providers or physicians. 
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2. DEFINITIONS

2.1 “Facility” means any plant, building, structure, ground facility, utility system, 

real property, streets and highways, or other public work improvement.  (PCC § 22002 (e)). 

2.2 “Facility Project” means work relating to projects involving construction, 

reconstruction, erection, alteration, renovation, improvement, demolition, and repair work 

involving the hospital and any leased, or operated facility of the hospital.  Excluded from this 

definition is routine, recurring, and usual work for the preservation or protection of the facility 

and minor repainting (“Facility Maintenance”).  (PCC § 22002 (c)). 

2.3 “Responsible Bidder” means a bidder who has demonstrated the attribute of 

trustworthiness and quality during prior service, a reputation for reliability and satisfactory 

service with other clients, sufficient financial capacity and the physical capability and the 

technical and non-technical expertise in order to perform the contract satisfactorily.  (PCC § 

1103). 

3. ETHICS

3.1 Conflict of Interest.  No Board member or employee of the District/Hospital may 

participate in any selection process when such person has a relationship with a person or 

business entity seeking a contract which would subject that person to the prohibitions in 

Government Code § 87100. 

3.2 No Kickbacks.  With respect to all contracts covered by this Policy, any practices 

or procedures which might result in unlawful activity are prohibited, including practices which 

might result in rebates, kickbacks or other unlawful consideration.   

3.3 No Advantage.  No illegal, unfair, unethical or otherwise improper advantage 

shall be accorded to any bidder by the District, a Board member or an employee of the 

District/Hospital. 

4. CONTRACTING FOR FACILITIES PROJECTS

4.1 Election To Become Subject To The Uniform Public Construction Cost 

Accounting Act.  The Board hereby elects under PCC § 22030 to become subject to the Uniform 

Public Construction Cost Accounting Act (the “Act”), codified at PCC §§ 22000 to 22050, and 

the uniform construction cost accounting procedures adopted by the California Uniform 

Construction Cost Accounting Commission established under the Act (the “Commission”), as 

they may each from time to time be amended, and directs that the CEO notify the State 

Controller forthwith of this election.  The management of all District Facility Projects shall meet 

the requirements prescribed in those provisions, and shall be guided by the Commission’s Cost 

Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual (the “Manual”).  By becoming subject to the Act 

and as set forth in this policy, the Board clarifies the Board’s legal authority granted by the 

Board to the CEO with regard to the contracting of Facility Projects for the District and Sonoma 

Valley Hospital (“Hospital”), and the legal authority retained by the Board. 
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4.2 Delegation of Authority.  Except as specified in Section 6 of this policy and 

elsewhere in this policy where it is explicitly stated, the Board hereby delegates to the CEO the 

authority to act on behalf of the Board in the implementation of the provisions of this Policy. In 

all instances where the Board’s legal authority is granted to the CEO, it is understood that the 

CEO may in turn delegate this authority to a member of the CEO’s staff. Responsibility for 

adherence to this policy, when the authority is delegated by the CEO to a staff member, remains 

with the CEO. The CEO is responsible for developing written procedures to implement and 

manage this Board Policy. 

4.2.1 Purchasing.  The CEO is authorized by this Policy to make all purchases 

and to execute all purchase orders or contracts for the District and the Hospital duly authorized 

by the Board pursuant to this policy.  All purchases and contracts shall be upon written order.  

(H&S § 32132(b); id. § 32121(c), 

4.3 Policy Revisions.  If the CEO determines that any portion of this Board Policy is 

in need of revision, or an exception is needed, the CEO shall bring the issue, in writing, with a 

recommendation for the change or exception along with the rationale, to the Board’s Governance 

Committee for its review and then to the Board for its action. 

4.4 Exemptions to Bidding and Lowest Bid Acceptance.  The Board shall not be 

required to apply the lowest bid policy to: 

(i) Emergency contracts and emergency service contracts (PCC 22035)

(ii) Change orders to existing contracts that are less than 5% of the original

contract (H&S Code 32132)

(iii) Professional services of private architectural, landscape architectural,

engineering, environmental, land surveying, or construction project

management firms for work on Facility Projects (Government Code 4526,

H&S Code 32132.b)

(iv) Facility Projects where the District has elected to use a design-build

method to select the contractor (PCC, 20133)

(v) Purchasing of medical equipment or surgical equipment or supplies, or

electronic data processing and telecommunications goods and services

(H&S § 32132(b), (d).)

(vi) Land and building leases and purchases

4.4.1 Exception For Emergency Contracts and Emergency Service 

Contracts.  In cases of emergency when repair or replacements are necessary, the District may 

proceed at once to replace or repair any facility without adopting plans, specifications, strain 

sheets, or working details, and procure the necessary equipment, services, and supplies for those 

purposes, without giving notice for bids to let contracts.  (Public Contract Code (“PCC”) § 

22035; id. 22050(a)(1).)  If notice for bids to let contracts will not be given, the District shall 

comply with the following procedures:  

(a) Finding Of Emergency.  Before emergency procedures may be

used, the Board shall make a finding, based on substantial evidence set forth in the minutes of its 

meeting, that the emergency will not permit a delay resulting from a competitive solicitation for 

bids, and that the action is necessary to respond to the emergency.  (PCC § 22050(a)(2).) 
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(b) Delegation To CEO.  The Board, by a four-fifths vote in

approving this policy, shall delegate, to the CEO the authority to order emergency action.  (PCC 

§ 22050(b)(1).)

(c) Reporting By CEO.  If the CEO orders any emergency action, the

CEO shall report to the Board Chair within 24 hours of the action, and report to the Board at its 

next regularly scheduled meeting or at a special session of the Board within 14 days, the reasons 

justifying why the emergency did not permit a delay resulting from a competitive solicitation for 

bids and why the action was necessary to respond to the emergency.  The CEO shall also report 

on the status of the emergency contracts at each following Board meeting until the action is 

terminated (contracts completed).  (PCC § 22050 (c)(1)) 

4.4.2 Exception For Change Orders.  The CEO shall not be required to secure 

bids for change orders that do not materially change the scope of work set forth in a contract 

previously made pursuant to this policy, provided:  (H&S Code 32132 (c)) 

(a) The contract was made in compliance with bidding thresholds

stated in Section 4. 

(b) No individual change order amounts to more than five percent

(5%) of the contract. 

(c) The total project cost for a negotiated contract project would not

exceed the dollar amount for negotiated contracts, $60,000. 

(d) The total project cost for a contract awarded by informal bidding

procedures would not exceed the dollar amount of $200,0000. 

4.4.3 Exception For Facility Project Professional Services.  Competitive 

bidding is not required for contracts for professional services.  (H&S § 32132(b).) 

(a) Where required by Facility Projects, the CEO shall award contracts

for professional services of private architectural, landscape architectural, engineering, 

environmental, land surveying or construction management firms on the basis of demonstrated 

competence and on the professional qualifications necessary for the satisfactory performance of 

the types of services to be performed and at fair and reasonable prices.  (Government Code 

(“Govt”) § 4526; H&S § 32132(b)) 

(b) The CEO shall establish procedures for verifying competence and

professional qualifications and for determining fair and reasonable benchmark prices for these 

services (Govt § 4526.).  

(c) When bids are solicited for architectural, landscape architectural,

engineering, environmental, land surveying or construction management firms, the Notice 

Inviting Bids for these services shall contain the following statement in boldface type: “Please 

be advised that the successful design professional will be required to indemnify, defend and 

hold harmless the District against liability for claims that arise out of or relate to the 

negligence, recklessness or willful misconduct of the design professional.”  (Civil Code § 

2782.8.)   

4.4.4 Exception For Design-Build Projects.  Notwithstanding anything to the 

contrary, the Board may elect to use the Design – Build method for bidding on Facility Projects 

if the project amount will be greater than $1.0 million. The design-build procedure is described 
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in Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 22160) of Part 3 of Division 2 of the Public Contract 

Code.  (H&S § 32132.5) 

(a) In estimating the cost of a Design – Build Facility Project, the

costs for OSHPD and City of Sonoma Permits and the costs for design professionals shall be 

included.  The overhead allocation required for uniform construction cost accounting procedures 

shall not be added to the cost of subcontractors and the cost for material purchases. 

(b) If the Board elects to use the Design – Build method, the Board

shall follow the contracting provisions of Public Contract Code § 20133 and shall award the 

contract based on “best value” as defined in section 20133.  Because of their complexity, the 

Design – Build contracting provisions are not included in this policy.1 

4.4.5 Exception for Purchases of Medical and IT Equipment.  Competitive 

bidding is not required for purchases of medical or surgical equipment or supplies, or for 

electronic data processing and telecommunications goods and services.  The phrase “medical or 

surgical equipment or supplies” includes only equipment or supplies commonly, necessarily, and 

directly used by, or under the direction of, a physician and surgeon in caring for or treating a 

patient in a hospital.  (H&S § 32132(b), (d).) 

4.4.6 Exception For Leasing And Real Estate.  Contracts regarding land 

purchases and leases which bind the District to the terms of a contractual agreement shall be 

approved by the Board and shall be signed by the Chair of the Board unless the Board designates 

an alternate signer when the contract is approved. 

4.5 Project Specifications.  The CEO shall prepare bid packages for any Facility 

Project contract.  The bid packages shall include specifications as follows: 

4.5.1 Project Description.  The CEO shall prepare plans, specifications or a 

description of general conditions (“Specifications”) for the project.  The Specifications shall be 

in such detail and written with such specificity as may be required to allow all potential bidders 

to understand the project and give a level playing field to all bidders.  (PCC § 22039, as amended 

1/1/16 by Omnibus Bill SB 184) 

4.5.2 Bidder’s Security.  The specifications shall include the requirement for 

bidder’s security, performance bonds and payment bonds. 

4.5.3 Facility Contract Construction Subcontractors.  The CEO shall include 

in the Specifications a provision that any prime contractor shall include in his/her bid:  

(a) The name and address of each subcontractor who will perform

labor or render service or fabricate and install a portion of the Facility Project in excess of 5% of 

the total amount of the contract.  

(b) A description of portion of the Facility Project to be performed by

each subcontractor listed.  

1  In 2009 the Board developed and adopted procedures and contract language, etc. for the use of 

the Design – Build method on the 2008 General Obligation Bond Project and these procedures 

and contract language are available for use again. 
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(c) The bidder shall list only one subcontractor for each portion of the

Facility Project as is defined by the bidder in the bid. (PCC § 4104.) 

(d) A prime contractor whose bid is accepted may not substitute a new

subcontractor in place of the subcontractor listed in the original bid except as allowed under 

Public Contract Code 4107.  Any work not listed for a specific subcontractor must be done by 

the prime contractor and shall not be substituted 

4.5.4 Completion Date.  The CEO shall include in the Specifications a time 

within which the whole or any specified portion of the Facility Project shall be completed.  (Govt 

§ 53069.85.)

(a) The CEO may include in the Specifications a provision that the

contractor shall forfeit a specified sum of money for each day completion is delayed beyond the 

date stated in the Specifications.  

(b) The Board may include in the Specifications a provision for the

payment of a bonus to the contractor for completion of the project prior to the specified date 

stated in the Specifications when such timely completion would be beneficial to the District.  

(Govt § 53069.85.) 

4.6 Facility Project Cost Estimate.  A project cost estimate shall be prepared by the 

CEO for each Facility Project. The Cost Estimate, at a minimum, shall contain: (The Manual, 

Chapter 3) 

(a) A description of the project with sufficient detail to allow

reasonable accuracy of cost estimates. 

(b) A description of the method used to estimate each cost segment.

(c) An estimate of all direct and indirect costs for the project.

(d) A calculated administrative overhead percentage (maximum 30%)

shall be added to all estimates for sub-contractor costs and direct material purchases. 

Prevailing wage rates shall be used in all estimates. 

The estimate shall be used to determine the appropriate process for the selection of contractors or 

sub-contractors.  

The estimate shall be prepared in sufficient specificity to enable comparisons to actual cost when 

the project is completed. 

4.6.1 Costs To Be Excluded From Estimate.  The following costs may be 

excluded from the cost estimate: 

(a) OSHPD and City of Sonoma permits; (ii)

(b) Facility Project engineering, architectural and construction

management services 

(c) Medical equipment.  Section 4.4.5 of this Policy covers the

selection process for these services 

4.7 Submission of Bids.  With respect to all bids submitted for Facility Projects 

covered by this Policy: 
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4.7.1 All bids shall be presented under sealed cover and accompanied by one of 

the following forms of bidder's security: (PCC § 10167.) 

(a) An electronic bidder's bond by an admitted surety insurer

submitted using an electronic registry service approved by the department advertising the 

contract.  

(b) A signed bidder's bond by an admitted surety insurer received by

the department advertising the contract. 

(c) Cash, a cashier's check, or certified check received by, and made

payable to, the director of the department advertising the contract. 

(d) The required bidder's security shall be in an amount equal to at

least 10 percent of the amount bid.  A bid shall not be considered unless one of the forms of 

bidder's security is enclosed with it. 

(e) All bids submitted pursuant to this section shall also comply with

the provisions of Section 1601 of the Public Contract Code. 

The CEO shall return to all unsuccessful bidders their respective bidder’s security within five (5) 

working days after the contracts for the project have been awarded. : 

4.8 Categories Of Contracts By Dollar Thresholds.  For purposes of bidding 

procedures, Facility Projects are divided into three different categories by dollar thresholds, as 

follows: 

4.8.1 Under to $60,000.  The CEO shall award contracts for District Facility 

Projects of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) or less by negotiated contract, or by purchase order. 

The CEO is not bound to accept the bid of the lowest responsible bidder (PCC § 22032(a), 22034 

(e)). 

4.8.2 Between $60,000 and $200,000.  The CEO shall award contracts for 

District Facility Projects more than sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) but less than two hundred 

thousand dollars ($200,000) or less by informal procedures as set forth in this Policy.  (PCC § 

22032(b), 22034 (e)) 

4.8.3 Over $200,000.  The Board shall award contracts for District Facility 

Projects of more than two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000), except as otherwise provided in 

this Policy, by formal bidding procedure as set forth in this policy.  (PCC § 22032(c)) 

4.8.4 Separation of Work Orders of Facility Projects.  Splitting or separating 

Facility Projects into smaller work orders or projects after competitive bidding for the purpose of 

evading the provisions of this policy is prohibited.  (PCC § 22033) 

4.9 Procedures For Projects More than $60,000 but less than $200,000 – 

Informal Bidding Procedure.  Facility Projects of more than sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) 

but less than two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000), the District shall use informal bidding 

procedures, as follows: 

4.9.1 List of Trade Journals.  The CEO shall use the list of trade journals 

provided in the Cost Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual (“The Manual”), Chapter 1.05 

for all mailings to trade journals required by this section. 
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4.9.2 List of Registered Contractors.  The CEO shall develop an objective 

pre-qualification criteria and process for use in the formation and maintenance of the District’s 

contractor’s lists. (The Manual, Chapter 1.04) 

(a) Annually, the CEO shall establish a new or update its existing list

of registered contractors by mailing, faxing, or emailing a written notice to all construction trade 

journals designated in Section 4.9.1, inviting all licensed contractors to submit the name of their 

firm to the District for inclusion on the District’s list of qualified bidders for the following 

calendar year. 

(b) The notice shall require that the contractor provide the name and

address, fax number, and email address to which a Notice to Contractors or Proposal should be 

mailed, faxed, or emailed, a phone number at which the contractor may be reached, the type of 

work in which the contractor is interested and currently licensed to do (earthwork, pipelines, 

electrical, painting, general building, etc.) together with the class of contractor's license(s) held 

and contractor license numbers(s).   

(c) The CEO may include any contractor names it desires on the list,

but the list must include, at a minimum, all contractors who meet the objective pre-qualification 

criteria and who have properly provided the District with the information required under (b) 

above, either during the calendar year in which the list is valid or during November or December 

of the previous year.   

(d) A contractor who supplies the required information and meets the

objective pre-qualification criteria may have their firm added to the District’s contractors list at 

any time during the year. 

(e) The CEO shall maintain the list of qualified contractors, identified

according to categories of work 

4.9.3 Mailing of Notices Inviting Informal Bids.  The CEO shall provide 

notice to contractors inviting informal bids.  (PCC § 22034).  

(a) The CEO shall mail, fax, or email the notice inviting informal bids

to all contractors on the list for the category of work being bid unless the product or service is 

proprietary.  (PCC § 22034(b)) 

(b) The CEO may mail, fax, or email a notice inviting informal bids to

all trade journals listed in Section 4.9.1 unless the product or service is proprietary.  (PCC § 

22034 (b)) 

(c) The mailing, faxing, or emailing of notices to contractors and

construction trade journals pursuant to subdivisions (a) and (b) shall be completed not less than 

10 calendar days before bids are due. (PCC § 22034 (c)) 

(d) The notice inviting informal bids shall describe the project in

general terms, state how more detailed information about the project may be obtained, state the 

time and place for the submission of bids and the time and place for opening the bids.  (PCC § 

22034(d)) 

4.9.4 Award of Bids, Delegation to CEO.  The Board delegates the authority 

to award informal contracts to the CEO and the CEO shall award the contracts for each type of 
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work for Informally Bid Facility Projects ($60,000 to $200,000) to the lowest responsible bidder 

who shall give the security the District requires.  (PCC § 22032; PCC § 22020) 

4.9.5 Minimum Number of Informal Bids.  The CEO shall consider a 

minimum of three (3) informal bids whenever possible; however, where the CEO cannot obtain 

three informal bids or when the CEO decides that time will not permit obtaining three informal 

bids, the CEO may consider a minimum of two (2) informal bids.  All bids shall be in writing, 

sealed, and subject to the following general conditions. 

4.9.6 Multiple Informal Bids.  When informal bids for multiple items are 

solicited at the same time, the CEO may accept parts of one or more bids (provided the Notice 

Inviting Bids so indicates) unless the bidder has specified to the contrary, in which event the 

District reserves the right to disregard the bid in its entirety. 

4.9.7 Total Project Cost in Excess of $200,000.   If the project cost for all bids 

received is in excess of $200,000, the Board may, by adoption of a resolution by a four-fifths 

vote, award the contract, at $212,500 or less, to the lowest responsible bidder, if it determines the 

cost estimate of the District was reasonable.  (PCC § 22034(f)) 

If the total Project Cost is greater than $212,500 the Board shall reject all bids and may direct the 

CEO to rebid the project.  

4.9.8 Minor Deviations.  The CEO reserves the right to waive inconsequential 

deviations from the specifications in the substance or form of informal bids received. 

4.10 Procedures For Projects Over $200,000 – Formal Bidding Procedure.  

District Facility Projects of more than two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) shall, except as 

otherwise provided in this Policy, be let to contract by formal bidding procedure as follows.  

4.10.1 Plans and Specifications.  When the CEO determines that the estimated 

cost for a Facility Project is more than $200,000, the CEO shall prepare plans, specifications or a 

description of general conditions (“Specifications”) for the project.  The Specifications shall be 

in such detail and written with such specificity as may be required to allow all potential bidders 

to understand the project and give a level playing field to all bidders.  (PCC § 22039, as amended 

1/1/16 by Omnibus Bill SB 184) 

The specifications shall include the requirement for bidder’s security, performance bonds and 

payment bonds. The specifications shall also include the time within which the whole or any 

specified portion of the Facility Project shall be completed.  (Govt § 53069.85.) 

4.10.2 Requirements of Notice Inviting Formal Bids.  The notice inviting 

formal bids shall at a minimum include all of the following in the notice inviting formal bids 

(PCC § 22037): 

(a) Description of the contemplated Facility Project. 

(b) The procedure by which potential bidders may obtain electronic 

copies of the Plans and Specifications (or printed copies if not available electronically) 

(c) The final time, date and address (or e-mail address) for receiving 

and opening of bids (including designation of the appropriate District person or office) (Govt § 

53068; PCC § 4104.5; id. § 22037) 
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(d) The date, time and place, and the name and address of the person 

responsible for receiving bids;  

(e) The payment and performance bond amounts required by the 

Specifications (Civil Code § 9550) 

(f) The time within which the whole or any specified portion of the 

Facility Project shall be completed (Govt § 53069.85) 

(g) The penalty amount, if required by the Specifications, for each day 

completion is delayed beyond the specified time.  (Govt 53069.85) 

(h) The Board approved bonus amount payable to the contractor for 

completion of the work prior to the specified completion day, if a bonus payment is included in 

the Specifications. (Govt § 53069.85) 

4.10.3 Publication Of Notice Inviting Formal Bids.  The notice shall be 

published at least 14 calendar days before the date of opening the bids in The Sonoma Index 

Tribune.  The notice inviting formal bids shall also be mailed, faxed or emailed to trade journals 

listed in the Cost Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual (“The Manual”), Chapter 1.05.  

The notice shall be mailed, faxed or emailed at least 15 calendar days before the date of opening 

the bids.  In addition to notice required by this section, the CEO may give such other notice as 

she/he deems proper.  (PCC § 22037) 

4.10.4 Prequalification.  The CEO shall prepare a uniform prequalification 

system using a standard questionnaire to evaluate the ability, competency and integrity of bidders 

as outlined in the Local Agency Public Construction Act, PCC § 20101 et seq. and it shall be 

used for all projects estimated to cost over $500,000.  In such event, the CEO shall require each 

prospective bidder to complete and submit a standardized questionnaire and financial statement.  

The standardized questionnaires and financial statements received from interested contractors are 

not public documents and shall not be made public.  The CEO may use the prequalification 

procedure for any Facility Project that requires formal bidding. 

4.10.5 Submission of Formal Bids.  The Board shall accept only written sealed 

bids from the prospective bidders.  Upon receipt, the bid shall be stamped with the date and time 

the bid was received.  All bids shall remain sealed until the date and time set forth for opening 

the bids in the Notice Inviting Bids.  Any bid received by the District/Hospital after the time 

specified in the Notice Inviting Bids shall be returned unopened. (Govt § 53068). The CEO may 

elect to receive bids and supporting materials electronically using procedures in compliance with 

PCC § 1601. 

4.10.6 Examination and Evaluation of Formal Bids.  On the date provided in 

the Notice Inviting Bids, a person designated by the CEO shall attend and officiate over the 

opening of bids (“Opening”).  The bids shall be made public for bidders and members of the 

public who may be present at the Opening.  The District reserves the right not to determine the 

low bidder at the Opening, to obtain the opinion of counsel on the legality and sufficiency of all 

bids, and to determine at a later date which bid to accept.  Such determination shall be made 

within sixty (60) calendar days of the Opening or unless a different period of time is specified in 

the Notice Inviting Bids.   
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4.10.7 Award of Contract.  The Board shall award the contract to the lowest 

Responsible Bidder, as defined in Section 2.3, provided the bid is reasonable and meets the 

requirements and criteria set forth in the notice inviting bids.  (PCC § 22038(b)) 

(a) If two or more bids are the same and the lowest, the Board may 

accept the one it chooses.  (PCC § 22038(b))   

(b) If the Board determines that the lowest bidder is not responsible, 

the Board may award the contract to the next lowest responsible bidder. 

(c) If the CEO anticipates that the Board may decide to award the 

contract to a bidder other than the lowest bidder pursuant to subparagraph (b), the CEO shall, 

with the assistance of District Counsel, first notify the low bidder of any evidence, either 

obtained from third parties or concluded as a result of the District’s investigation, which reflects 

on such bidder’s responsibility.  The CEO shall afford the low bidder an opportunity to rebut 

such adverse evidence and shall permit such bidder to present evidence that it is qualified.  The 

opportunity to rebut adverse evidence and to present evidence of qualification may be submitted 

in writing or at an informal hearing of the Board, individual and/or committee as determined by 

the Board.  

4.10.8 Minor Deviations.  The Board reserves the right to waive inconsequential 

deviations from the specifications in the substance or form of formal bids received. 

4.10.9 Rejection Of Bids.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the Board 

is under no obligation to accept the lowest responsible bidder and reserves the right to reject all 

bids.  (PCC § 22038(a); H&S Code § 32132. If after the first invitation of bids all bids are 

rejected, after reevaluating its cost estimates of the project, the Board shall abandon the project 

or re-advertise for bids in the manner described in this policy. 

4.10.10If No Bids Received.  If no bids are received through the formal or 

informal procedure, the project may be performed by negotiated contract without further 

complying with this article.  PCC § 22038 (c)) 

 

5. BOND REQUIREMENTS 

5.1 Performance Bond.  For any contract in excess of $25,000, the successful bidder 

shall furnish a performance bond in the amount of one hundred percent (100%) of the contract 

sum at the time of entering into the contract. The performance bond shall be filed with the CEO 

to insure the District against faulty, improper or incomplete materials or workmanship, and to 

insure the District of complete and proper performance of the contract. 

5.2 Payment Bond.  For any contract in excess of $25,000, the successful bidder to 

whom a contract is awarded shall furnish a payment bond acceptable to the District. (Civil Code 

§ 9550). This labor and material bond shall be filed with the CEO pursuant to applicable laws of 

the State of California.   

5.3 Professional Services.  The CEO shall not require a payment bond for 

architectural, landscape architectural, engineering, land surveying or construction management 

services. 
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6. LIMITS OF AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO THE CEO, CAPITAL PROJECT 

CONTRACTS 

Facility Project contracts for capital projects that will financially obligate the District to more 

than $100,000 shall be reviewed by the Finance Committee. 

Facility Project contracts for capital projects that are included in the capital budget and will 

obligate the District to more than $200,000 shall be approved by the Board. 

Facility Project contracts for capital projects that are not included in the capital budget and will 

obligate the District to more than $100,000 shall be approved by the Board. 

Facility Project change orders that in aggregate increase the scope of the Facility Project by more 

than 20% shall be approved by the Board. 

 



SVH EHR Solution:    
Community Technologies 
Epic (hosted by Providence Health)

Total Cost of Acquisition Estimate

SVH|EHR Work Group



EHR Project Goal: Increase Quality 
Through Better Access to Information

 Financial Objectives -Right Size Cost for SVH
– Implementation cost <$3M

– Operating cost at or below current cost
 1.5M (with integrated ERP solution)

Improve hospital access to 
external patient 

information

Improve patient access to 
their health information

Integrated work flows
across internal/external 

systems

Improve community 
physician access to 

hospital records



Touching Many Parts of the Continuum of Care



Community Technologies Epic Fees
TOTAL SUMMARY COSTS One –Time Annual - 1st YR

Epic Client Total listed on the Contract $2,700,000 $400,000

Administrative Costs $52,000 $160,000

Third Party Applications $82,000 $17,000

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Costs $37,000 $80,000 

Third Party Optional Software Licenses $37,000 $57,000

TOTAL: $2,908,000 $714,000

Annual Increase ~ 2.5%



Technical Assessment – Hardware and Infrastructure Costs

End-user devices residing in the hospital that require updating to 
meet Providence technology standards/requirements (scanners, 
printers, e-signature pads). 

Onsite Technical Assessment discovery completed by Providence 
analysts determined one-time capital costs of $90,000.

*Capital Costs potentially funded by Foundation



3rd Party Application Costs
Software Replaced by Epic = $240,000/Yr.

(Cost Eliminated)
Software Retained = $288,000/Yr.



Implementation Costs to SVH - Personnel

 Project Manager Estimate $150,000

 Compensation for Staff Training Estimate $70,000



ERP Costs: Materials, General Ledger & Payroll

These applications are not available within Epic suite

 Recommendation at this time is to maintain Paragon “Financials” 
solution and plan for subsequent ERP implementation

 Current Paragon contract expires March 2023

 “Financials” only hosted by Allscripts estimated at $500,000 / year

*Expect an additional approximate $500,000 implementation fee to move to new ERP, then 
expect reduction to $250,000 annual costs based on pricing from ERP vendor estimates.



Total Cost of Acquisition Estimate
Item Total Cost FY2022 

Cash Outflow
FY2023 
Cash Outflow

Community Technologies Epic $2,900,000 $700,000 $2,200,000

Hardware & Infrastructure
*Capital – Possible Foundation

$90,000 N/A $90,000

SVH Implementation Costs $215,000 $75,000 $140,000

Contingency $300,000 $300,000

TOTAL:                                                                        $3,505,000 $775,000 $2,730,000



Cost Summary
Budget Goal Projected Costs for EPIC with 

Paragon ERP
Projected Costs for EPIC 
with new ERP

Current Operating Budget

Implementation 
Cost:   <$3M

$3,505,000 Epic

*ERP Implementation: $0

$3,505,000 Epic

*ERP Implementation: $500,000

N/A

Annual EHR 
Budget   <$1M

$720,000 Epic
$288,000 3rd Party Apps
$500,000 ERP Paragon

TOTAL:
$ 1,508,000

$720,000 Epic
$288,000 3rd Party Apps
$250,000 ERP (New)

TOTAL:
$1,258,000

$980,000 Allscripts
$528,000 3rd Party Apps

TOTAL:
$1,508,000



Funding for EPIC Implementation
 Possible Capital Funding Sources for Implementation Costs:

– SVH Foundation: $90K

– Operating Cash: $(as needed)
– CARES Act Funding: $1.2M
– Cyberattack Insurance Proceeds: $1M

– CHFFA Help II Loan: $2M



Projected Net Revenue Increase

EPIC reports that implementation of their system provides significant
revenue enhancements. EPIC’s architecture improves clinical
documentation, which reduces denials and accurately categorizes care
“levels.” This often leads to higher reimbursement. These improvements
lead to faster reimbursement, reducing A/R. While hospitals with high
performing documentation and billing systems have seen only nominal
improvements, typical gains to net revenue range from 2-5%. We would
expect to begin seeing benefits in Q4 of FY23.

ELIMINATE REDUNDANCIESINCREASED CHARGE CAPTURE





Thank You!



 

 

Community Technologies Inc. 
Technology Services Agreement 

 
 This Technology Services Agreement ("TSA") and applicable Exhibits, Attachments and Order 
Forms are the complete agreement regarding the transactions under this TSA (together, hereinafter, the 
"Agreement") entered into this 19th day of November, 2021 ("Effective Date") by and between Tegria 
Services Group-US, Inc. d/b/a Community Technologies, a Delaware corporation ("Community 
Technologies") and the undersigned ("Client").  Client and Community Technologies are referred to 
collectively as the "Parties" and individually as a "Party".  Exhibits contain additional terms that apply to 
this TSA. Attachments contain additional terms that apply to particular offerings.  Order Forms contain 
specific details related to a Technology Service and there may be more than one Order Form.  In the 
event of conflict of terms, an Exhibit prevails over the TSA, an Attachment prevails over an Order Form 
and an Order Form prevails over both the TSA and Exhibits.  This TSA is subject to the General Terms and 
Conditions Exhibit available online at https://providence4.sharepoint.com/sites/community (the "Client 
Portal") which Community Technologies may in its sole discretion amend by giving Client no less than 90 
days' advance written notice. Initially capitalized terms that are used but not defined in this TSA will 
have the meaning given to them in the Exhibits, Attachments and Order Forms. 

1. Technology Services 

a. A "Technology Service" is any service offered by Community Technologies.  Each 
Technology Service is described in an Order Form.  Technical support and service level 
commitments, if applicable, are specified in the Order Form. 

b. The term, including any renewals thereof, for a Technology Service shall be set forth in 
the Order Form. 

c. Community Technologies or its subcontractors will provide the Systems.  Client will 
provide all Client Equipment. 

d. A Technology Service may not be used in any jurisdiction for unlawful, obscene, 
offensive or fraudulent activities, such as advocating or causing harm, interfering with or 
violating the integrity or security of a network or system, evading filters, sending 
unsolicited, abusive, or deceptive messages, viruses or harmful code, or violating third 
party rights.  If there is a complaint or notice of violation, use of a Technology Service 
may be suspended until resolved, and terminated if not resolved promptly. 

2. Fees and Payment Terms 

a. Client shall pay Community Technologies the amounts set forth in the applicable Order 
Form ("Fees") in accordance with the payment terms set forth in the applicable Order 
Form.  Community Technologies shall provide Client with advance notice of any price 
increase or new Fee at least sixty (60) days prior to the date the price increase or new 
Fee will take effect. 

b. Community Technologies shall invoice Client for all Fees as they come due and Client 
shall pay all amounts in the time and manner requested by Community Technologies.  
Unless otherwise stated in the applicable Order Form, all invoiced amounts are due and 
payable, within thirty (30) days after the date of an invoice or upon the scheduled date 
if payment is made by an approved electronic funds transfer.  Client agrees that all one-
time expenses and recurring Fees shall be paid by Client in advance of the delivery of 
the applicable Technology Services. 



 

 

c. In the event that Client fails to make timely, full payment of any amount due under this 
Agreement, Community Technologies may, in its sole discretion choose one or more of 
the following options: (i) suspend, in whole or in part, Client's Access to the relevant 
Technology Services and related data and suspend, in whole or in part, providing the 
relevant Technology Services, until such payment in full of the delinquent amount is 
made; (ii) immediately terminate the applicable Order Form or this Agreement if such 
payment is not made within ten (10) days following such suspension; (iii) charge Client a 
late fee of one and one-half percent (1½%) per month, or the maximum lawful rate, 
whichever is lower; and/or (iv) terminate the applicable Order Form or this Agreement 
without first suspending Access to the relevant Technology Services. 

3. Term, Suspension and Termination 

a. Term. This Agreement shall have a term that begins on the Effective Date and continues 
through the expiration or termination of all Order Forms which incorporate these terms 
by reference. The expiration or termination of any Order Form shall have no effect on 
the obligations of the Parties with respect to any other Order Forms. The execution of 
any Order Form that references this Agreement shall be deemed to revive this 
Agreement, if it may have previously been expired or terminated. 

b. Suspension.  Community Technologies shall have the right to immediately suspend 
Client's or any User's Access to any Technology Service by written notice to Client upon 
the occurrence of any of the following events and further, may terminate an Order Form 
or this Agreement in its entirety or terminate the participation therein of any User 
immediately if Client does not cure the breach and provide Community Technologies 
reasonable assurances of future compliance within ten (10) days of such written notice: 

i. Client or any of the Users' Accesses any portion of the Technology Services or 
the relevant associated data in violation of this Agreement; 

ii. Client or any User materially breaches any of the obligations under this 
Agreement; and/or, 

iii. Client or any User violates the Policies (defined below).  In the event of any such 
breach of this Agreement or Policies by Client or any User, Community 
Technologies may, at its option and in its sole discretion, choose to terminate 
either the applicable Order Form or the entire Agreement or only the 
participation therein of a User to whom a breach is attributable. 

iv. Termination of Agreement.  Either Party shall have the right to terminate this 
Agreement in its entirety immediately by written notice to Client in the event all 
Order Forms are expired or terminated; 

c. Termination of an Order Form.   

i. Community Technologies shall have the right to terminate any Order Form in its 
entirety or terminate the Access to the relevant Technology Services and 
participation of any User immediately by written notice to Client in the event 
any agreement with a Vendor is terminated for any reason and in such event, 
Community Technologies shall have the option to only terminate Client's and 
the Users' ability to Access the applicable Vendor's items or services or to 
terminate the entire Order Form; 



 

 

ii. Either Party shall have the right to terminate any Order Form in its entirety or 
terminate the Access to the relevant Technology Services and participation of 
any User immediately by written notice to the other Party in the event a change 
in Applicable Laws (defined below) and/or actual or threatened decisions, 
findings or actions by governmental agencies or courts occur or are issued that 
would, by virtue of such Party's continued performance under an Order Form, 
subject either Party to civil or criminal prosecution, render either Party ineligible 
to bill for professional or facility services it provides, or have other materially 
adverse effect on either Party and the Parties are unable to develop a mutually 
agreeable amendment to the Agreement within sixty (60) days that would cure 
such illegality, billing ineligibility or other adverse effect, or such shorter time if 
required to comply with the change in Applicable Law; or 

d. Termination for Change of Control.  Community Technologies may terminate the 
Agreement or any Order Form in the event of the consummation of a reorganization, 
merger or consolidation, acquisition or substantial change in control or the sale or other 
disposition of substantially all of the assets of the Client upon ninety (90) days' prior 
written notice.  A substantial change of control for this purpose shall mean a transfer of 
governing control of its ultimate governing body by voting rights exceeding fifty percent 
(50%) of the voting authority on such body. 

e. Termination for Insolvency.  Either party shall have the right to terminate an Order Form 
or this Agreement in its entirety immediately upon written notice in the event of any 
filing of any bankruptcy or reorganization by or against the other party.   

f. Termination for Breach.  Either Party shall provide the other Party with written notice of 
any material breach in the performance of any of the other Party's obligations under an 
Order Form, an Attachment or this Agreement.  Within thirty (30) days of receiving 
notice of the material breach, such shall develop a remedial plan to rectify the breach.  
The non-breaching Party may terminate the relevant Order Form or this Agreement, as 
referenced above, in the event that the other Party fails to develop and implement a 
remedial plan within thirty (30) days of receiving notice of the material default.  In 
addition, Client may terminate the relevant Order Form or this Agreement, as 
referenced above in the event that a material breach remains uncured for more than 
ninety (90) days after Client gives written notice of such breach, unless such material 
default is incapable of being cured within such ninety (90) day period.  Where a material 
default by Community Technologies is incapable of being cured within such ninety (90) 
day period, Client may not terminate the relevant Order Form or this Agreement so long 
as Community Technologies is working to rectify the default in accordance with a 
remedial plan. 

g. Effect of Termination.  Upon termination or expiration of an Order Form or this 
Agreement, or an individual User's participation under an Order Form or this 
Agreement, neither Party, nor the User, as applicable, shall have any further rights or 
obligations thereunder, except for obligations accruing prior to the date of termination 
or specifically required to survive termination of the Order Form or this Agreement. 

h. Transition.  In the event of termination of an Order Form or the Agreement in its 
entirety for any reason, Client will cease using the applicable Technology Service,  and 
destroy or return all copies, extracts, or any other materials containing Community 
Technologies' or Vendors' Confidential Information , except as may be necessary to 



 

 

retain with respect to any remaining Order Forms, Client shall certify in writing that it 
has complied with the obligations of this Section within ten (10) days after termination 
or expiration of the Order Form or this Agreement.  If (1) Community Technologies 
terminates an Order Form or this Agreement pursuant to Section 3.a.-3.e., or (2) Client 
terminates an Order Form to this Agreement without cause pursuant to Section 3.c., 
then Client shall pay Community Technologies, in full at the time of termination, any and 
all remaining payments for Implementation Services that would come due under the 
remainder of the then current term of the terminated Order Forms if such termination 
had not occurred, as well as, all costs incurred by Community Technologies in 
establishing connectivity between Community Technologies and Client. 

4. Representations.   

Client represents and warrants the following: 

a. Neither Client nor any of its Users have conditioned the continued practice of doing 
business with Community Technologies upon the receipt of Access.  

b. Client will not utilize the Technology Services to conduct any business unrelated to the 
provision of health care services.  

c. Client will be a good steward of the Systems and will not utilize the Systems or the 
Systems Data in a manner that is not intended by this Agreement. 

d. Client will not make any public statements, oral or written, about the Systems without 
the written permission of Community Technologies.  

e. Client and all Users have necessary professional licenses or certifications to provide care 
to patients, to operate the Client or otherwise to Access and use the System and will 
immediately notify Community Technologies if any such professional licenses or 
certifications are suspended, revoked or terminated. 

5. Warranties; Disclaimer of Warranties 

a. Each Party warrants that it shall comply in all material respects, with all Applicable Laws 
or licensing and professional and ethical requirement applicable to Community 
Technologies and its Affiliates or Client and its Users. 

b. The components of the Technology Services were designed to operate in a certain 
manner to produce a defined result and if Client would like the Technology Services to 
operate in a different manner or to achieve a different result, such differences do not 
represent program errors or design defects.  Client understands that neither Community 
Technologies nor any Vendor warrant that the Technology Services, any component 
thereof and data are free from error or that the Technology Services or any component 
thereof will always run in an uninterrupted fashion and that, due to the complex nature 
of computer software, certain errors may be virtually impossible to reproduce or 
correct. 

c. The Technology Services are made available subject to the Vendor Terms, and are 
warranted to Client (if at all) only as expressly provided by the applicable Vendors. This 
Agreement does not assign to Client any warranties made by any Vendor to Community 
Technologies.  Community Technologies does not make any direct representations or 
warranties to Client in connection with the Vendor Products and Services.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, to the extent applicable, Community Technologies shall 



 

 

use reasonable efforts to enforce any warranties relating to the Vendor Products and 
Services made by the applicable Vendor for the benefit of Client.  Additionally, the 
Parties acknowledge that some Vendors commit to provide indemnification under their 
agreements with Community Technologies for third party claims of intellectual property 
infringement to both Community Technologies and its sublicensees.  Community 
Technologies shall use reasonable efforts to enforce such indemnification obligations for 
the benefit of Client. 

d. Client and its Users will at all times comply with Policies. 

e. COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES HAS NOT MADE, AND CLIENT HAS NOT RECEIVED, ANY 
OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES EXCEPT THOSE CONTAINED IN THIS 
AGREEMENT, AN ATTACHMENT OR THE APPLICABLE ORDER FORM.  EXCEPT FOR 
WARRANTIES CONTAINED IN THIS AGREEMENT, COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES HEREBY 
DISCLAIMS  ON BEHALF OF ALL OF ITS VENDORS ALL EXPRESS, STATUTORY, OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIESOF ANY KIND WITH REGARD TO THE TECHNOLOGY SERVICES ANY 
COMPONENT THEREOF, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, GOOD TITLE, 
WARRANTIES AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OR THOSE ARISING OR DEEMED TO ARISE FROM 
ANY COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, COURSE OF DEALING OR USAGE OF TRADE.  
COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES AND ITS VENDORS AND LICENSORS DO NOT WARRANT 
THAT THE TECHNOLOGY SERVICE OR ANY COMPONENT THEREOF, ARE WITHOUT 
DEFECT OR ERROR OR WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED. 

f. CLIENT EXPRESSLY UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES THAT COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES 
AND ITS LICENSORS AND VENDORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES, 
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS, 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION DAMAGES OR EXPENSES, LOST GOODWILL, DATA LOSS, THEFT 
OR CORRUPTION, THE COST OF SUBSTITUTE SOFTWARE, OR OTHER LOSSES, EVEN IF 
COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES.  COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES AND CLIENT SHALL BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY 
DAMAGES RESULTING FROM CLIENT'S OR ITS USERS' USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE 
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES OR DATA.  CLIENT UNDERSTANDS THAT VENDORS DIRECTLY 
PROVIDE THE THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO CLIENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL 
COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES THAT RESULT FROM THE 
ACTIONS OR INACTIONS OF A VENDOR OR THE THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.  
COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES'S AGGREGATE LIABILITY TO CLIENT OF ANY KIND ARISING 
FROM OR RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION 
(WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, PRODUCTS 
LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE), IS LIMITED TO THE FEES PAID BY CLIENT UNDER THE 
APPLICABLE ORDER FORM IN THE TWELVE (12) MONTHS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE 
CLAIM. 

g. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY APPLICABLE STATUTE OF LIMITATION UNDER APPLICABLE 
LAWS, CLIENT AGREES THAT IT SHALL NOT BE PERMITTED TO INSTITUTE ANY ACTION 
AGAINST COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES OR ITS AFFILIATES RELATING TO THIS 
AGREEMENT MORE THAN ONE (1) YEAR AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION HAS ARISEN. 



 

 

6. Indemnity 

a. In addition to its other defense and indemnification obligations set forth elsewhere in 
this Agreement, Client shall defend, indemnify, and hold Community Technologies, its 
Affiliates, Vendors, and any of their respective employees, officers, directors, 
independent contractors  or agents harmless from any claim, loss, damages, injury, 
liabilities, judgments, fines, penalties and expenses (including, without limitation, 
reasonable attorneys' fees and  costs) arising from, related to or in connection with: (i) 
Client's or Users' use or misuse of the Technology Services, any component thereof; (ii) 
any impermissible use or disclosure of Systems Data; (iii) any breach of this Agreement 
by Client or Users, including, without limitation, any violation of the Policies; (iv) any 
failure to abide by the Vendor Terms; or (v) any violation by Client or User of Applicable 
Laws. 

b. Promptly after the receipt by Community Technologies of a notice of any claim or the 
commencement of any action that is subject to defense and indemnification under this 
Agreement, Community Technologies shall: (i) notify the Client in writing of any such 
claim; (ii) provide Client with reasonable assistance to settle or defend such claim, at 
Client's expense; and (iii) grant to Client the right to control the defense and settlement 
of such claim; provided, however, that: (1) the failure to so notify shall not relieve Client 
of its defense and indemnification obligations to Community Technologies, unless and 
only to the extent that Community Technologies is materially and irreparably prejudiced 
thereby; (2) Client shall not, without Community Technologies'  prior written consent 
(such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed), agree to any settlement 
which (A) makes an admission of guilt on behalf of Community Technologies; or (B) 
consents to any injunction against Community Technologies ; and (3) Community 
Technologies shall have the right, at its own expense, to participate in any legal 
proceeding to contest and defend a claim, and to be represented by legal counsel of its 
choosing and cost, but shall have no right to control the defense of the claim or settle a 
claim without Client's written consent, unless Client fails to perform its respective 
indemnification and defense obligations under this Agreement. 

7. Defense of Claims.  In the event any of the Technology Services is used in connection with any 
diagnosis or treatment (or peer review activity outside of the normal protected peer review 
process) by Client or its Users, Client and its Users agree to accept all responsibility in 
connection therewith.  Accordingly, Client and the Users agree to defend, indemnify and hold 
Community Technologies, Vendors, and other users of the Systems and any of their respective 
employees, officers, directors, independent contractors, affiliates, physicians, and agents 
harmless from any claim, loss, damages, injury, liabilities, fines, penalties and expenses 
(including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees, court costs, and related defense costs 
whether incurred in enforcing this Section or defending against such claim) arising from, related 
to or in connection with: (i) any such diagnosis or treatment, irrespective of whether such injury, 
damage and/or loss results from use of the Technology Services; (ii) use of Systems Data for 
peer review activities outside the normal protected peer review process; (iii) personal injury or 
death of a patient arising in any way in connection with the provision of or failure to provide 
medical care by Client or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, physicians, and 
representatives; and/or (iv) Client's and/or Users' use of the Technology Services. 

8. Governing Law and Venue.   



 

 

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Washington excluding all choice of law provisions.  In the event that any proceedings relating to 
this Agreement are brought (including an appeal from any arbitration decision), they shall be 
exclusively brought and maintained in the state or federal courts situated in King County, 
Washington, and each of the parties hereby consents to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of 
such courts. 

9. Notices. 

Unless otherwise specified herein, all notices or demands required or permitted to be given or 
made under this Agreement, shall be in writing and shall be deemed given on the day they are 
(a) hand-delivered with signed receipt, (b) sent by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, 
return receipt request, or (c) sent by overnight courier, all of the foregoing addressed to the 
parties at the addresses set forth on the signature page to this Agreement.  Addresses may be 
changed by either party by giving written notice thereof to the other party. Communications in 
the ordinary course of business however (which do not include any notices related to any 
dispute under or alleged breach of this Agreement, any effort to enforce the terms of this 
Agreement, or any notice regarding termination of this Agreement) may be sent via email.   

10. Survival.  The provisions of Sections 2, 3(h)-(i), 4-10 shall survive the termination or expiration of 
this Agreement. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties acknowledge that they have read, understand, and agree to the 
terms and conditions of this TSA. 
 

Community Technologies, Inc. 
 
 
 
   

Name:    

Title:    

Date:    

 

Sonoma Valley Healthcare District dba Sonoma 
Valley Hospital 
 
 
   

Name:                                                 

Title:                         

Date:    

 
  

 
Notice Addresses: 
 

If to Community Technologies:  
Lisa Johnson  

Tegria Services Group-US, Inc   

dba Community Technologies, Inc.  
1255 Fourier Drive, STE 101 
Madison, WI 53717  
  
  
With copy for legal notices to:  
Legal  
Tegria Services Group, US Inc.  
Community Technologies, Inc.  
1255 Fourier Drive, STE 101 
Madison, WI 53717  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If to Client: 
 
Sonoma Valley Healthcare District 
dba Sonoma Valley Hospital 
347 Andrieux Street 
Sonoma, CA 95476 
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Epic Community Connect Order Form 

This Order Form is entered into as of the 19th day of November, 2021 (“Effective Date”) by and 
between Tegria Services Group-US, Inc. d/b/a Community Technologies (“Community Technologies”), 
and Sonoma Valley Healthcare District dba Sonoma Valley Hospital, (“Client”) pursuant to the Technology 
Services Agreement between Community Technologies and Client effective 19th day of November, 2021 
(“TSA”).  

1. Technology Services.  Client hereby agrees to license and procure and Community 
Technologies hereby agrees to provide the Technology Services more fully described in 
Attachment 1. While there is some configuration of the Systems associated with such 
Technology Services that can occur, Client acknowledges that it will receive access to the 
same standard Systems to which Community Technologies affiliates and other third 
parties receive access.  If Client requests Customizations, Community Technologies shall 
have the sole discretion to determine whether such Customizations will be approved.  
Client shall provide Community Technologies with any information requested by 
Community Technologies to appropriately assess the requested Customization.  In the 
event that Community Technologies agrees to provide such Customizations, Client shall 
be responsible for 100% of the costs of such Customizations and all future additional 
costs resulting from the Customization, the details of which will be addressed in a 
separate Statement of Work.  “Customizations” means any enhancements, modifications 
or additional features (such as additional reports or interfaces) to be added to the 
Technology Services.  During the Term of this Order Form, Community Technologies shall 
make available any bug fixes, patches, error corrections, enhancements and other 
updates released by Vendors related to the Technology Services ("Updates") that 
Community Technologies chooses to deploy for the Systems.  Updates released by 
Vendors to Community Technologies as part of a Vendor’s standard maintenance and 
support plan shall be made available to Client in consideration of Client’s payment of the 
Fees, at no additional charge.  Updates released by Vendors outside of a Vendor’s 
standard maintenance and support plan, such as new modules and add-ons, may not be 
available to Client without the payment of additional Fees, to the extent the Vendors 
require payment from Community Technologies in connection with such items.  
Community Technologies shall retain ultimate discretion and control over determining 
which Updates will be deployed for the Systems and the schedule for implementation of 
such Updates.  All Updates deployed by Community Technologies will be considered part 
of the Systems, under and subject to the license and other provisions of this Agreement, 
together with any additional license terms and restrictions that may be imposed by the 
relevant Vendors for such Updates. 

2. Term.  This Order Form shall commence on the Effective Date and shall continue through 
December 2025 ("Initial Term").  Upon the end of the Initial Term, this Order Form shall 
automatically renew for successive 1 year terms ("Renewal Term" collectively with the 
Initial Term the "Term") unless a Party provides the other Party with written notice of its 
intent to terminate this Order Form at least 90 days prior to the end of the then-current 
Initial Term or Renewal Term.    

3. Fees.  The Fees and the time and manner of payment are set forth in Attachment 1 to 
this Order Form, in the TSA, or in applicable Change Request Forms or Statements of 
Work.  The amount of the Fees, including any recurring Fees set forth in a Change 
Request Form or Statement of Work may be reviewed by Community Technologies 



 

 

annually.  If the actual cost of providing the Technology Services increases, Community 
Technologies shall have the right to change the Fees that will be charged during 
subsequent years of the Term. 

4. Orderly Transition.  Provided Client promptly proceeds in an expedient manner to 
secure, implement and transition to a replacement system upon termination of this 
Order Form: (i) Community Technologies will provide reasonable cooperation to Client in 
a prompt and orderly transition (“Transitional Services”), including working with its 
necessary Vendors and licensors to provide Client with an electronic copy of the relevant 
Client Data and other Systems Data, in a standard electronic format (e.g., transition of 
data to another system, extraction to reports Client can archive on disks or print and file, 
extract to Clarity for Oracle or SQL server, or other reasonable methods), and (ii) 
Community Technologies shall invoice Client and Client shall pay, in advance, for Fees as 
agreed upon by the parties in writing, for any such Transitional Services (including any 
costs incurred in providing the aforementioned electronic copy of the Client Data and 
other Systems Data concerning patients of Client), that Community Technologies 
performs for Client during such period at Community Technologies’ standard rates, or 
otherwise at rates negotiated in good faith by the Parties at the time.  Any advance 
payment shall be made upon Community Technologies' reasonable estimate of the 
actual fees to be incurred.  If the estimated fees paid by Client are determined by 
Community Technologies to be insufficient for the actual Transitional Services to be 
rendered, Community Technologies shall so notify Client and Client shall make additional 
advanced payments to Community Technologies in the amounts reasonably estimated by 
Community Technologies.  Upon completion of the Transitional Services, Community 
Technologies shall refund to Client any amounts paid in advance by Client for the 
Transitional Services that exceed the fees for the Transitional Services actually provided 
to Client by Community Technologies or Client shall pay Community Technologies an 
amount equal to the fees for Transitional Services that exceed the amounts paid in 
advance by Client.  Except as expressly set forth in this Section, Community Technologies 
is relieved of its obligation to provide the relevant Technology Services to Client 
immediately upon termination or expiration of this Order Form.  The terms of this Order 
Form will remain in force for the duration of Community Technologies providing 
Transitional Services to Client.  Parties acknowledge and agree the period of time that 
Community Technologies provides any Transitional Services under this Section will not 
exceed twelve (12) months from the expiration of this Order Form. 

5. Additional Terms.  The Technology Services provided pursuant to this Order Form shall 
at all times during the Term be subject to the TSA and the Epic Community Connect 
Terms Attachment available in the Client Portal.  Community Technologies may in its sole 
discretion amend the Epic Community Connect Terms Attachment by giving Client no less 
than 30 days' advance written notice. 

 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties acknowledge that they have read, understand, and agree to 
the terms and conditions of this Order Form. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Community Technologies, Inc. 
 
 
   

Name:    

Title:   

Date:    

 

Sonoma Valley Healthcare District dba Sonoma 
Valley Hospital 
 
   

Name:    

Title:   

Date:    

 

 
  



 

 

Attachment 1 
Technology Services 

 
Recipient shall pay Community Technologies, Inc. the Fees outlined herein and as amended in the 

manner requested by Community Technologies, Inc.   
   

1. Implementation Fees   
   
Recipient shall pay to Community Technologies, Inc. the Implementation Fees as follows:   
   

Implementation fees   Fees   Invoice Due Date   

Implementation fees      $2,811.175.67  

         

Deposit of 25% of implementation fees   $702,793.92 Contract Signing Date   

Balance of 75% of implementation fees   $2,108,381.75 Prior to Go-Live Date  

   
Community Technologies, Inc. will not initiate the Implementation Services until it has received full 

payment of the Implementation Fees.   
   

2. Support Fee   
   
In consideration for the provision of the Support Services, Recipient shall pay to Community 

Technologies, Inc. the Annual Support Fees as follows:   
   

• Go-live Date: December 3, 2022  
• 1st year fees prorated per the Go-Live date   
• 1st quarterly fees will be prorated based on go-live date. This fee will be due with 

the 75% implementation fees.   
   

Year   Schedule   Time Frame   Annual Fees  Quarterly Fees   

0   2022   12/3/2022 – 12/31/2022 $44,631.85 $44,631.85 

1   2023   1/1/2023 – 12/31/2023 $581,808.04 $145,452.01 

2   2024   1/1/2024 – 12/31/2024 $594,215.78 $148,553.95 

3   2025   1/1/2025 – 12/31/2025 $612,042.25 $153,010.56 

   
The initial Support Fee payment for the first quarter of Support Services shall be prorated based 

on the installation date.  For each subsequent quarter during the Term, the Support Fee shall be due 
and payable on the first day of the quarter or such other day as mutually agreed upon by the parties.  
The Support Fee set forth below is only in effect through the end of the Initial Term.  After the end of 
the Initial Term, Recipient shall pay Community Technologies its then current support fee.   

 
 



 

 

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES AGREEMENT EXHIBIT 
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

 
These "General Terms and Conditions" apply to and become a part of the Technology Services 
Agreement entered into between Community Technologies and the Client ("TSA" which together with 
these General Terms and Conditions, and applicable Exhibits, Attachments and Order Forms are 
collectively hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement").  Any capitalized terms used and not defined 
below shall have the meanings given them in the attached Appendix A or in the TSA. 
 

1. Community Technologies Contract Manager.  Community Technologies shall designate a person 
as its representative to serve as the contact person for Client for issues relating to the 
Agreement (which may be changed by Community Technologies upon written notice to Client, 
hereinafter "Contract Manager").  Should issues arise regarding the Technology Services, Client 
shall work informally and in good faith with the Contract Manager. 

2. Change Requests and Statements of Work.  Technology Services as provided under an Order 
Form may be modified or additional services added by the Parties pursuant to a Change Request 
Form or Statement of Work, in the form(s) set forth in the Client Portal, and agreed to in writing 
by both Parties. 

3. Subcontracting.  Client agrees that (i) Community Technologies shall have the authority to have 
subcontractors provide Technology Services and (ii) Community Technologies' Vendors and 
other licensors may have the authority to subcontract some of the services they provide to 
Community Technologies relative to the Technology Services.  Community Technologies shall 
ensure its subcontractors abide by confidentiality obligations and security requirements similar 
in nature to those contained in this Agreement in performing any services relative to the 
Technology Services. 

4. Ownership Rights 
a. The Systems.  Except for the rights granted to Client under this Agreement, all right, title 

and interest to the (i) Systems; (ii) all components thereof (including, without limitation, 
the Vendor Products and Services); (iii) the Documentation; and (iv) any other 
information, software, or materials provided to Client by Community Technologies 
under this Agreement, shall, at all times, remain solely with Community Technologies, 
and/or the applicable Vendors. 

b. Intellectual Property.  This Agreement grants to neither Client nor any User any right, 
title, or interest in the Systems or any component thereof, except for the limited use 
rights expressly granted herein.  Client has the right to Access as provided in this 
Agreement.  Applicable Vendors retain all right, title and interest in and to the Vendor 
Materials, including any and all worldwide copyrights, patents, trade secrets, 
trademarks, and Confidential Information in or associated with the Vendor Materials.  If 
Client or Users acquire any rights to the Vendor Materials, Client and its Users shall 
execute any further documentation needed to affect this transfer and confirm the 
applicable Vendor's ownership of the Vendor Materials.  THIS AGREEMENT IS NOT A 
WORK-FOR-HIRE AGREEMENT. 

c. Data.  Community Technologies shall be the sole and exclusive owner of the Community 
Technologies Data and the custodian of any Systems Data, in the aggregate.  Client shall 
be the sole and exclusive owner of the Client Data.  Subject to the confidentiality 
provisions set forth in Section 11, the Policies, and Applicable Laws, Community 
Technologies hereby grants to Client the right to Access the Systems (including, without 
limitation, individually identifiable health information) during the term of each 



 

 

respective Order Form.  Client hereby grants to Community Technologies the right for 
Community Technologies and Vendors to access, use and disclose Client Data to fulfill 
Community Technologies' obligations under this Agreement.   

5. Contact with Vendors.  Unless Client has a separate agreement directly with the applicable 
Vendor(s), Community Technologies shall be Client's sole point of contact regarding any issue 
with the Technology Services or any component thereof.  Neither Client nor the Users shall 
otherwise contact a Vendor, in connection with the Technology Services, directly unless 
previously authorized to do so in writing by Community Technologies.   

6. Internal Costs.  Client is responsible for arranging for, and bearing the cost of, internal matters 
which include, but are not limited to: (i) marketing or research costs; (ii) costs for monitoring 
privacy and security associated with Client's use of the Technology Services and development of 
corresponding policies and procedures; and (iii) all things necessary for Access. 

7. Breach Notification.  Client shall be responsible for reporting and notifying all necessary 
people/entities of any unauthorized accesses, uses, disclosures and security incidents related to 
the Client Data as required by Applicable Laws. 

8. Business Continuity.  Client shall develop and maintain internal business continuity and disaster 
recovery procedures, consistent with each System's business continuity functionality, in the 
event of unavailability of the Technology Services for any reason. 

9. Systems Availability.  Community Technologies shall use commercially reasonable efforts to 
maintain availability of the Systems for Access by Client on substantially the same basis that 
Community Technologies makes the Systems available to its other users.  Client acknowledges 
that from time to time, the Systems may be unavailable due to scheduled down time necessary 
to maintain effective operation of the Systems, and emergency downtime required to correct 
problems or install emergency updates.  Furthermore, Community Technologies does not 
control and shall have no responsibility or liability for unavailability of the Systems arising out of 
or resulting in whole or in part from a failure of the Client Equipment or Client's systems, 
network or facilities, any misuse or unauthorized modification of the Systems or Client 
Equipment by Client, its personnel, or a third party, disruptions to telecommunications systems 
or the Internet generally, force majeure events, or other events or conditions outside of 
Community Technologies' reasonable control. 

10. Clinical Products.  The Technology Services may include sophisticated tools that can assist Client 
and Users in the practice of medicine, but no Technology Service is a substitute for competent 
human intervention and discretionary thinking.  Therefore, Client and Users will be responsible 
for doing each of the following: 

a. Entering information into the Systems and all components thereof accurately and 
completely (including selecting correct patients in the Systems and entering correct 
demographic information on patients).  

b. Ensuring the Users use the Technology Services and all components thereof accurately. 
c. Promptly correcting any operating errors or data entry errors in the Client Data that 

Client or any User discovers or is informed of by another health care provider.   
d. Reading the information displayed by the Systems accurately and verifying the accuracy 

of the Systems Data, including without limitation, all patient information and Critical 
Outputs of the Systems, by following generally accepted standards of medical practice.  
"Critical Outputs" means outputs (including without limitation output in the form of 
data) that Client or Users know, or following generally accepted standards of medical 
practice, should know have potential for negative impact on patient care. 

e. Confirming the accuracy of life threatening information and critically important results 
that are accessed or stored through the Systems in the same manner that such 



 

 

information and results would be confirmed or verified if it were in paper form or as 
would otherwise be confirmed or verified if Users were using applicable standards of 
good medical practice.  For example, User must verify allergies, current medications, 
relevant histories and problems with the patient and confirm questionable results (such 
as lab pathology or radiology results with the applicable department using applicable 
standards of good medical practice to no less a degree than if Users were using paper 
records). 

f. Being vigilant in reporting to Community Technologies program errors or suspected 
program errors discovered in the course of using the Technology Services.  Client and 
Users will report to Community Technologies within a reasonable period of time any 
discovered or reported problems with the Technology Services, any component thereof 
or the Documentation which have been discovered or reported by any of the Users.  If 
Client or any of the Users are alerted to a problem that Users know or reasonably 
should know could adversely affect patient care, Client will use reasonable efforts to 
promptly alert Community Technologies and all Users who could reasonably be affected 
by the problem.  

g. Reasonably testing all critical areas of the Technology Services and all components in 
Client's environment before use; provided, however, Client shall participate in all such 
testing. Client and Users will do reasonable testing of all critical areas in the Technology 
Services before Client releases it and will not use the Technology Services until the 
Client has assured itself of its accuracy (upon Client's request, as part of the 
implementation services, Community Technologies will or will have the relevant 
Vendor(s) assist Client relating to the performance of acceptance tests, including sharing 
templates for creation of scripts for testing, but Client will always be responsible for all 
final testing).   

h. Using the Technology Services and all Documentation only in accordance with applicable 
standards of good clinical practice. 

i. Making all medical judgments based on the Technology Services, and (1) obtaining any 
necessary consent for use of patient information, and (2) complying with Applicable 
Laws.  Client and Users shall stay informed about the changes or developments in 
clinical information or guidelines that may not be reflected in the Technology Services.  

11. Confidentiality. 
a. General.  Community Technologies is obligated to keep the Vendor Confidential 

Information confidential.  Accordingly, Client shall ensure that the Users and Client 
treats all Vendor Confidential Information as confidential and that neither Client nor the 
Users will disclose such Vendor Confidential Information to any third party.  
Each Party shall keep, and shall require its directors, officers, employees, agents and 
representatives to keep, in confidence all Confidential Information of the other party 
and shall not use or disclose to any third party any of the other party's Confidential 
Information, except as specifically permitted in this Agreement or as required by 
Applicable Laws.  In maintaining the confidentiality of the other party's Confidential 
Information, the receiving party shall at all times use the same degree of care that such 
party uses to protect its own confidential information, but in no event, less than 
reasonable care.  In addition, Client, and any of its directors, Users, physicians, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, may not disclose publicly any results of any 
testing or benchmarking of the Systems, any component thereof, or of the Technology 
Services provided hereunder without Community Technologies' written consent, and 
such results shall be Confidential Information under this Section of the Agreement.  



 

 

Client shall limit access to Confidential Information to Users who must have access in 
order to make proper use of the Systems and the Systems Data in Client's operations.  
Client shall store all Confidential Information in a place reasonably believed to be 
secure.   
Except for individually identifiable health information, which shall always be confidential 
and subject to Section11.d, Confidential Information excludes information which the 
receiving Party can demonstrate: (1) at the time of disclosure is or subsequently 
becomes generally available to the public through no fault or breach of this Agreement 
on the part of the receiving Party; (2) is demonstrated by the receiving Party to be 
known by the receiving Party on a non-confidential basis at the time of the receipt of 
such information from the disclosing Party; (3) is demonstrated by the receiving Party to 
have been independently developed by personnel of the receiving Party without the use 
of any of disclosing party's Confidential Information; or (4) is rightfully obtained by the 
receiving arty on a non-confidential basis from a third party who has the right to 
transfer and disclose it on a non-confidential basis and did not receive such information 
from the receiving Party.  

b. Individually Identifiable Health Information.  With respect to any individually 
identifiable health information, the Parties agree to comply with the privacy and 
security requirements of HIPAA and all other federal and state privacy and security laws 
applicable to the exchange and use of the Systems Data, as amended from time to time.  
The Parties acknowledge that Community Technologies is a business associate of Client 
with regard to the provision of the Technology Services hereunder, and the Parties do 
hereby enter into the HIPAA Business Associate Agreement Exhibit available on the 
Client Portal.  In the event of a conflict between the terms of this Agreement and the 
terms of Business Associate Agreement Exhibit, the terms of the Business Associate 
Agreement Exhibit shall govern unless specifically amended by other terms referencing 
the Business Associate Agreement Exhibit. 

c. Sensitive Information.  Client shall obtain written patient consents in such form and to 
such extent that written consent may be required under Applicable Laws for Client to 
share certain categories of identifiable information (e.g., substance abuse, 
communicable disease) with other health care providers who have rights to Access the 
Systems. 

d. Unauthorized Use, Access or Disclosure.  In the event receiving Party discovers, or 
suspects, unauthorized use of, access to, or disclosure of the disclosing Party's 
Confidential Information (including, without limitation, the Systems or Vendor 
Confidential Information for which Community Technologies shall be considered the 
disclosing Party), it shall immediately notify the disclosing Party.  Each Party shall 
cooperate with the other Party in mitigating any harmful effects of such unauthorized 
access or use, including, without limitation immediately discontinuing such 
unauthorized use, access or disclosure. 

12. Insurance Obligations 
Client shall carry professional liability insurance with such limits as are necessary to qualify 
Client and all of its physicians and employees as qualified health care providers under any state 
or federal law applicable to Client regarding insurance and/or medical malpractice, insuring 
against any claims for personal injuries or deaths from the acts or failures to act of any or all of 
its employees under this Agreement.  The insurance shall provide coverage for incidents, claims 
and suits arising from activities performed pursuant to this Agreement during the term of this 
Agreement, as well as those claims and suits arising pursuant to this Agreement but reported 



 

 

after the Agreement has been terminated.  Client shall also maintain comprehensive general 
liability insurance with limits of at least $2 million per occurrence and $5 million in the 
aggregate.  Client is required to maintain such insurance coverage issued by insurers 
maintaining a minimum A.M. Best rating of A-X or better, or if such ratings are no longer 
available, a comparable rating from a recognized insurance rating agency.  The minimum 
amounts of insurance coverage required shall not be construed to create a limit on Client's 
liability with respect to its indemnification obligations under this Agreement.  Client shall 
maintain such coverage for the duration of this Agreement and if the policy is claims-made, for 
two (2) years thereafter.  Client shall provide certificates of insurance to Community 
Technologies upon Community Technologies' request.  Client shall notify Community 
Technologies within thirty (30) days of any notice of cancellation, or non-renewal of or material 
adverse change in its insurance coverage. 

13. Non-Disparagement And Non-Solicitation 
a. Non-Disparagement.  Each Party agrees that it will not, in any communications with the 

media, medical providers, patients, or other third parties, criticize, ridicule or make any 
statement which disparages or is derogatory of the other Party or its affiliates, agents, 
personnel, licensors and vendors. 

b. Non-Solicitation.  Each Party agrees that during the term of the Agreement, and for a 
period of twelve (12) months thereafter, it will not directly or indirectly solicit for 
employment any of the other Party’s personnel who performed work hereunder 
without the express written consent of such other Party.  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, a Party will not be deemed to have breached this Section by (i) hiring 
personnel of the other Party who responds to generally placed help-wanted 
advertisements or job postings; or (ii) hiring personnel of the other Party who has been 
terminated or notified of a pending termination by such Party. 

14. Dispute Resolution 
a. Negotiation.  In the event a dispute arises between the Parties which is not resolved in 

the normal course, either Party may invoke the procedure set forth in this Section.  
Within five (5) business days of a Party's receipt of the other Party's written notification 
that it wishes to invoke the procedures set forth in this Section, the Parties' designated 
representatives shall meet, either in person or via video or teleconference to resolve the 
dispute; if these representatives cannot resolve the dispute at this meeting, within five 
(5) business days of their meeting, Client's  designated senior executive and Community 
Technologies' Vice President, IT Provisioning or his/her designee, shall meet to attempt 
to resolve the dispute; if these individuals cannot resolve the dispute at their meeting, 
within five (5) business days of their meeting, Client's Chief Executive Officer and 
Community Technologies' CIO or his/her designee shall meet to attempt to resolve the 
dispute. 

b. Mediation.  If the dispute cannot be resolved pursuant to Section 14.a, the Parties agree 
first to try in good faith to settle the dispute by mediation administered by the AAA 
under its Commercial Mediation Procedures.  Such mediation shall be conducted in King 
County, Washington.  The Parties shall equally split the cost of the mediation, though 
each Party will be responsible for its own attorneys' fees. 

c. Arbitration.  If, after the dispute has been mediated, a resolution has not been reached, 
any unresolved controversy or claim shall be settled by private binding arbitration 
administered by the AAA under its Commercial Arbitration Rules.  Such arbitration shall 
be conducted in King County, Washington by three (3) independent arbitrators.  If the 
Parties are unable to agree on the identities of the arbitrators within ten (10) business 



 

 

days of notice of a demand for arbitration provided by one Party to the other 
hereunder, then the AAA arbitrator selection rules shall apply.  Any demand for 
arbitration shall include detail sufficient to establish the nature of the dispute (including 
the claims asserted and the material issues with respect thereto) and shall be delivered 
to the other Party concurrent with delivery to AAA.  Discovery shall be modified to 
permit discovery in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, but shall be 
limited to requests for production of documents and to depositions.  No additional 
formal discovery from the other Party (e.g., interrogatories or requests for admissions) 
shall be permitted except by mutual consent or as approved by the arbitrators for good 
cause shown.  The arbitrators' decision shall be in writing, and shall describe in detail 
the legal reasoning adopted by the arbitrators in support of the decision.  In rendering a 
decision, the arbitrators shall follow the law of the United States of America, and the 
laws of the State of Washington, which shall be the governing law as established by this 
Agreement, and shall not use equitable or other principles that would permit the 
arbitrators to ignore the Agreement or the governing law.  The arbitrators' decision shall 
be final and binding on the Parties, provided, however, that errors of law may be 
appealed to the state or Federal courts situated in the venue established by this 
Agreement.  Any award by the arbitrators shall be subject to all dollar and other 
limitations set forth in this Agreement.  Each Party agrees that any award also shall 
provide for an allocation and division between or among the Parties to the arbitration, 
on a basis which is just and equitable under the circumstances, of all costs of arbitration, 
including court costs and arbitrators' and reasonable attorneys', accountants' and 
expert witness fees, costs and expenses (including disbursements) incurred in 
connection with such proceeding.  The arbitrators shall have no authority to award 
treble, exemplary, or punitive damages of any type under any circumstances.  Judgment 
upon the award rendered by the arbitrators may be entered in any court having 
jurisdiction thereof.  Any Party to this Agreement may bring an action, including a 
summary or expedited proceeding, to compel arbitration of any controversy or claim to 
which this Agreement applies in any court having jurisdiction over such action.  Nothing 
in this Section shall limit the right of either Party to obtain from a court provisional or 
ancillary remedies such as, but not limited to, injunctive relief, before, during or after 
the pendency of any arbitration proceeding brought pursuant to this Agreement, or in 
lieu of such proceedings. 

d. Judicial Enforcement, Injunction and Specific Performance.  Each Party shall have the 
right to enforce and protect, by judicial process, its rights and obligation, as well as, to 
collect any amount owed under this Agreement.  Community Technologies shall have 
the right to seek enforcement and protect, by judicial process, Community Technologies' 
rights and obligations related to the Systems, Systems Data and Confidential 
Information, as well as to collect any undisputed amounts owed to Community 
Technologies under this Agreement.  Community Technologies shall be entitled, without 
bond, to seek temporary or permanent injunctions and orders of specific performance 
enforcing any of the provisions of this Agreement relating to the Systems, Systems Data 
and Confidential Information.  Client acknowledges that any failure to comply with the 
requirements of this Agreement relating to the Systems, Systems Data and Confidential 
Information may cause Community Technologies irreparable injury, and Community 
Technologies shall be entitled to seek specific performance of, or an injunction against 
any violation of, such requirements.  



 

 

15. Third Party Beneficiaries. Except as provided in this Agreement, the terms and provisions of this 
Agreement are intended solely for the benefit of the Parties and their respective permitted 
successors or assigns, and it is not the intention of the Parties to confer, and this Agreement 
shall not confer, third-party beneficiary  rights upon any other person. 

16. Survival.  The provisions of this General Terms and Conditions Exhibit Sections 4, 7, 11, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17 shall survive expiration or termination of the Agreement.   

17. General.  Each Party's status in all matters pursuant to this Agreement shall be that of an 
independent contractor and not an agent of the other.  This Agreement and all Exhibits, 
Attachments and Order Forms referenced herein constitute the entire agreement between 
Client and Community Technologies with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement, and 
supersede all other prior and contemporary agreements, understandings and commitments 
between Client and Community Technologies with respect to the subject matter of this 
Agreement.  Unless otherwise set forth herein, this Agreement shall not be modified or 
amended except by a written instrument executed by both Parties.  No waiver by a Party of any 
breach of this Agreement or waiver of any other provision hereunder shall be deemed to be a 
waiver of any other breach or provision.  No failure or delay by a Party to exercise any right it 
may have by reason of the default of the other Party shall operate as a waiver of default or as a 
modification of this Agreement or shall prevent the exercise of any right of the non- defaulting 
Party under this Agreement.  If any provision of this Agreement is found to be invalid or 
unenforceable by any court, such provision shall be ineffective only to the extent that it is in 
contravention of Applicable Laws without invalidating the remaining provisions hereof.  Client 
shall not assign the Agreement without obtaining the prior written consent of Community 
Technologies.  Any attempted assignment or delegation without Community Technologies' prior 
written consent shall be void and of no effect.  Neither Party shall be liable for failure to perform 
under this Agreement, excluding Client’s payment obligations, if such failure is due to any cause 
beyond its reasonable control, including, but not limited to, acts of God, governmental 
authorities, civil disturbances or labor disputes, embargo, riots, acts of war or terrorism, fires, 
power surges or power failures, malfunctioning public communication lines, disruptions to 
supply chains, epidemics, pandemics, viral plagues, diseases, quarantines, or other extraordinary 
event which is determined to constitute a public health risk (including but not limited to the 
coronavirus and any future impacts from the coronavirus), or failures of its vendors or licensors.  
This Agreement may be executed by exchange of electronic copies of the Agreement and in any 
number of counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which taken 
together shall constitute one single agreement among the Parties. 

  



 

 

Appendix A 
Definitions 

 
"AAA" means the American Arbitration Association. 

"Access" means the right to both access and use the Technology Services and the act of accessing and 
using the Technology Services. 

"Affiliates" means any other individual, corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company, 
governmental authority, unincorporated organization, trust, association or other entity that is at any time 
during the term of this Agreement directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls, is 
under common control with, or is controlled by, a Party to this Agreement. The term "control" (including 
the terms "controlled by" and "under common control with") means the direct or indirect power to direct 
or cause the direction of the management and policies of an entity. 

"Applicable Laws" means any federal, state, or local laws, codes, regulations, rules, ordinances, orders, 
or statutes applicable to Client or Community Technologies or their respective affiliates. 

"Change Request Form" means the form available on the Client Portal to be completed by Client and 
Community Technologies to modify the scope or nature of Technology Services provided under an Order 
Form. 

"Client Data" means the data inputted into a System or the Systems, as applicable, by Client. 

"Client Equipment" means the all hardware, software, printers, peripherals, network connectivity and 
other Client-side components required to utilize the Technology Services, as may be required by an Order 
Form and updated from time to time by Community Technologies or Vendors. 

"Community Technologies Data" means the data inputted into a System or the Systems, as applicable, by 
Community Technologies and its Affiliates. 

"Confidential Information" means any software, material, data and business, financial, operational, 
customer, vendor, and other information disclosed by one party to the other and not generally known by 
or disclosed to the public, and shall include, without limitation, the Documentation and the terms of this 
Agreement. 

"Documentation" means the written reference manuals, training materials and Policies provided by 
Community Technologies or Vendors, as applicable, from time to time. 

"HIPAA" means the privacy and security requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 and corresponding regulations, including the applicable provisions of the 
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act amending the foregoing. 

"Implementation Services" shall mean the Technology Services provided by Community Technologies to 
set-up, configure and/or establish Systems for use by Client as set forth in an Order Form. 

"Policies" means policies and procedures that are published from time to time on the Client Portal or 
otherwise provided to Client. 

"Statement of Work" means the document the form of which is available on the Client Portal by which 
Client and Community Technologies agree to additional Technology Services to be provided under an 
Order Form. 

"Systems" means the equipment, hosting services (where applicable) and software as set forth in the 
Order Form, as well as facilities, personnel and other resources necessary to provide the Technology 
Services and Client's use of the Technology Services. 



 

 

"System(s) Data" means the combination of Client Data, Community Technologies Data and other data 
relevant to a System or the Systems, as applicable. 

"User" or "Users" means the qualified and trained staff who: (i) have a need to access and use the Systems 
for purposes related to patient care under Client's provider number for billing purposes; (ii) have received 
a username and password to Access the Systems; and (iii) have agreed to any User terms and conditions 
applicable to the Systems. 

"Vendor" means any third party providers of items or services utilized by Community Technologies to 
provide the Technology Services. 

 "Vendor Materials" means the Vendor Confidential Information, Vendor's products and any 
Documentation provided by Vendor. 

"Vendor Products and Services" means the Technology Services provided to Client pursuant to an 
applicable Order Form that Community Technologies licenses or purchases from the applicable Vendor. 

"Vendor Terms" means the terms of the applicable Vendor agreements and terms, including applicable 
licensing terms. 

 

 



 

 

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES AGREEMENT EXHIBIT 
HIPAA BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT  

 
THIS HIPAA BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is entered into by and between 
Sonoma Valley Healthcare District dba Sonoma Valley Hospital ("Covered Entity”) and Community 

Technologies, Inc. (“Community Technologies”) in conjunction with the Technology Services Agreement 
between Community Technologies and Covered Entity ("TSA").  Covered Entity and Community 
Technologies are referred to collectively as the “Parties” and individually as a “Party”. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the Parties have entered into the TSA pursuant to which Community Technologies will 
render certain services to, for, or on behalf of Covered Entity pursuant to Order Forms, which may involve 
Community Technologies' use, disclosure, or creation of PHI, as defined below, on behalf of Covered 
Entity; 

WHEREAS, Covered Entity is a “covered entity” and Community Technologies may be a “business 
associate,” as such terms are defined under the administrative simplification provision of the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and the regulations promulgated thereunder (“HIPAA”), 
including HIPAA’s Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health Information (“Privacy 
Standards”) and HIPAA’s Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected Health Information, 
and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of  2009, including Title XIII, the Health Information 
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, and the regulations promulgated thereunder (“ARRA”); 
and 

WHEREAS, the provisions of this Agreement are intended specifically to meet the business 
associate contract requirements of HIPAA and ARRA regarding the confidentiality, privacy, and security of 
PHI. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, promises, and agreements 
contained in this Agreement and the Services Agreement, the delivery and sufficiency of which are 
acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS.  For the purposes of this Agreement, a term shall have the definition given in HIPAA or 
ARRA, as applicable unless otherwise defined in this Agreement or the TSA.  “PHI” shall mean Protected 
Health Information limited to that received, created, maintained, or transmitted by Community 
Technologies, in its role as a business associate, from or on behalf of Covered Entity. 

2. OBLIGATIONS OF COMMUNITY TECHNOLOGIES.  To the extent Community Technologies is acting as 
Covered Entity’s business associate, Community Technologies agrees as follows: 

2.1 Use and Disclosure of Health Information.  Community Technologies shall not use or disclose 
PHI other than as permitted or required by this Agreement or the TSA or as Required by Law and shall not 
use or disclose PHI in a manner that violates applicable federal and state laws or would violate such laws 
if used or disclosed in such manner by Covered Entity (unless specifically permitted for a business 
associate under HIPAA or ARRA).  Subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement, Community 
Technologies may use and disclose the PHI received from Covered Entity: (a) as necessary or appropriate 
to perform the TSA; (b) as necessary for the proper management and administration of Community 
Technologies; (c) to carry out the legal responsibilities of Community Technologies pursuant to the TSA; 
and/or (d) to provide data aggregation services, to de-identify PHI and/or to create limited data sets.  With 
respect to any disclosure, Community Technologies also shall (i) obtain reasonable assurances from the 
person to whom the PHI is disclosed that it will be held confidentially and used or further disclosed only 



 

 

as required by law or for the purpose for which it was disclosed and (ii) obligate such person to notify 
Community Technologies of any instances of which it is aware in which the confidentiality of the PHI has 
been Breached. 

2.2 Safeguards.  Community Technologies shall implement and maintain administrative, physical, 
and technical safeguards, consistent with the size and complexity of Community Technologies' operations 
that reasonably and appropriately protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the PHI that it 
creates, receives, maintains, or transmits on behalf of Covered Entity.  Community Technologies also shall 
comply with any additional security requirements of ARRA that are applicable to Community 
Technologies, as a business associate. 

2.3 Access to Books and Records.  Community Technologies shall permit the Secretary of the 
Department of Health and Human Services to access Community Technologies' internal practices, books, 
and records at reasonable times as they pertain to the use and disclosure of PHI to determine whether 
Covered Entity is in compliance with the requirements of HIPAA.  Notwithstanding this provision, no 
attorney-client, accountant-client, or other legal privilege or discovery protection will be deemed waived 
by Community Technologies or Covered Entity as a result of this Section 2.3. 

2.4 Access of Individuals to Information.  If so requested by Covered Entity, Community 
Technologies shall make available to Covered Entity PHI maintained in a designated record set to permit 
Covered Entity to comply with its access requirements under HIPAA and ARRA.  In the event any Individual 
requests access to PHI directly from Community Technologies, Community Technologies shall forward 
such requests to Covered Entity.  Any denial of access to the PHI requested shall be the responsibility of 
Covered Entity. 

2.5 Amendment of Information.  If so requested by Covered Entity, Community Technologies will 
provide PHI maintained in a designated record set to Covered Entity for amendment and will incorporate 
any amendment to permit Covered Entity to meet its amendment requirements under HIPAA and ARRA.  
In the event any Individual directly requests Community Technologies to amend PHI, Community 
Technologies will forward to Covered Entity any such requests.  Covered Entity will be responsible for 
making determinations regarding amendments to PHI. 

2.6 Accounting for Disclosures of PHI.  If so requested by Covered Entity, Community Technologies 
shall provide to Covered Entity an accounting of each Disclosure of PHI made by Community Technologies 
for which an accounting is required under HIPAA and ARRA. 

2.7 Disclosures to Subcontractors.  Community Technologies shall require any subcontractor or 
agent that has or will have access to PHI, which is received from, or created or received by, Community 
Technologies on behalf of Covered Entity, to be bound by substantially similar restrictions, terms, and 
conditions that apply to Community Technologies pursuant to this Agreement with respect to such PHI 
and to implement appropriate safeguards to protect any electronic PHI. 

2.8 Reporting.  Community Technologies shall report to Covered Entity: a Breach of Unsecured PHI; 
any unauthorized or improper use or disclosure of PHI; or a Security Incident involving PHI. 

2.9 Return/Destruction of PHI Upon Termination.  The Parties agree that the return or destruction 
of PHI is not feasible.  Upon termination of the TSA for any reason, Community Technologies shall extend 
the protections of this Agreement to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those 
purposes that make the return or destruction infeasible, for as long as Community Technologies maintains 
such PHI.  This Section 2.9 shall survive the termination of the TSA and this Agreement. 

3. OBLIGATIONS OF COVERED ENTITY.  Covered Entity warrants that Covered Entity, its directors, 
members, officers, subcontractors, employees, Workforce, affiliates, agents, and representatives: (a) shall 



 

 

comply with the Privacy Standards in its use or disclosure of PHI;  (b) shall comply with HIPAA and ARRA;  
(c) shall not use or disclose PHI in any manner that violates applicable federal and state laws;  (d) shall not 
request Community Technologies to use or disclose PHI in any manner that violates applicable federal and 
state laws if such use or disclosure were done by Covered Entity;  (e) may request Community 
Technologies to disclose PHI directly to another party only for the purposes allowed by the Privacy 
Standards;  and (f) shall transmit PHI to Community Technologies only in a secure manner. 

4. TERM AND TERMINATION. 

4.1 General Term and Termination.  This Agreement shall become effective as of the Effective Date 
of the TSA and shall terminate upon the termination of the TSA. 

4.2 Material Breach.  In the event that Covered Entity has knowledge of a material breach of this 
Agreement by Community Technologies, Covered Entity shall have the right to terminate the TSA 
immediately, provided that such termination is in accordance with and subject to any rights to cure and 
payment obligations specified in the TSA. 

5. AMENDMENT.  If HIPAA or ARRA is amended or interpreted in a manner that renders this Agreement 
inconsistent therewith, then Community Technologies, on thirty (30) business days written notice to 
Covered Entity, may amend this Agreement to the extent necessary to comply with such amendments or 
interpretations. 

6. INTERPRETATION; CONFLICTING TERMS.  The Parties intend that this Agreement be interpreted 
consistently with their intent to comply with HIPAA, ARRA, and other federal and state law.  This 
Agreement modifies and supplements the terms and conditions of the TSA, and the provisions set forth 
herein, shall be deemed a part of the TSA.  Except where this Agreement conflicts with the TSA, all other 
terms and conditions of the TSA remain unchanged.  The Parties agree that, in the event an inconsistency 
exists between the TSA and this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement will control.  Any ambiguity 
in this Agreement or in determining controlling provisions shall be resolved in favor of an interpretation 
that permits the Parties to comply with HIPAA, ARRA, and other federal and state law.  In the event of an 
inconsistency between the provisions of this Agreement and mandatory provisions of HIPAA or ARRA, 
HIPAA and ARRA shall control. 

Pursuant to the terms of the TSA, the Parties have entered into and agreed to this Agreement upon the 
Effective Date of the TSA. 



 

 

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES AGREEMENT  
EPIC COMMUNITY CONNECT TERMS ATTACHMENT 

 
This Epic Community Connect Terms Attachment apply to and become a part of the Epic Community 
Connect Order Form which the Parties have entered into pursuant to the Technology Services 
Agreement entered into between Community Technologies, Inc. and the respective Client.  Any 
capitalized term used and not defined herein shall have the meanings given them in the applicable 
Technology Services Agreement. 

1. Client Equipment.  Client shall be solely responsible for ensuring that it has the necessary 
Client Equipment needed for Access.  Client and the Users shall only attempt to access or 
use the Systems through Client Equipment or methodologies approved in advance by 
Community Technologies in accordance with the Policies.  From time to time during the 
Term of the Order Form, Community Technologies or Vendors may announce modified 
and/or additional technology requirements.  Client acknowledges that Community 
Technologies does not have any control over the timing or scope of any Client Equipment 
changes that may be dictated by Vendors.  Client shall be responsible for promptly 
procuring and installing all Client Equipment (including procuring maintenance and 
support plans, where applicable) required to meet such announced requirements, at 
Client's sole expense.  In no event shall Community Technologies be liable if Client 
cannot Access the Systems or if errors occur because of issues relating to the Client 
Equipment.  In the event Community Technologies is aware of changes required from a 
Vendor, Community Technologies shall notify Client of such change to ensure Client has 
reasonable time to respond and implement any system changes to ensure continued 
Access. 

2. User Management.  Client may only allow Access by Users.  Client shall be solely 
responsible for all acts and omissions relating to the use or misuse of any part of the 
Technology Services by the Users.  Client must request additions of Users for an 
Technology Services at least five (5) business days prior to the date of activation and one 
(1) business days prior to the date of needed deletion (immediate deactivation of access 
may be requested if needed); so that, Community Technologies may manage such 
changes relative to Community Technologies' operations, the Systems and Community 
Technologies' obligation to Vendors or other licensors.  If requested, Client shall provide 
any information required by Community Technologies to establish appropriate access for 
each User. 

3. Training.  Client shall participate in applicable training programs provided by Community 
Technologies and/or Vendors or other Item licensors, on behalf of Community 
Technologies, related to the Technology Services and/or the Policies.  All Users will be 
required to comply with any training requirements set forth in the Policies.  If Client 
desires additional training above and beyond the training required by Community 
Technologies or as otherwise provided pursuant to the Order Form, such additional 
training will be provided pursuant to a Statement of Work, subject to availability, and 
Client shall be responsible for any Fees set forth in the Statement of Work. 

4. Compliance.  Client shall, at all times, use commercially reasonable efforts to cause the 
Users to Access the Systems and Systems Data strictly in accordance with the 
Documentation. 

5. Access to Data, Client and Users. 



 

 

a. Pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Policies and 
Applicable Laws, Client hereby permits Community Technologies to access, use 
and disclose the Client Data (including, without limitation, individually 
identifiable health information) to fulfill Community Technologies' obligations 
under this Agreement, any agreements between Community Technologies and 
applicable Vendors, as a business associate of Client, and for no other purpose 
without express written approval. 

b. Upon Community Technologies' reasonable request, Client shall permit 
Community Technologies and/or Vendors and other Item licensors access to 
Client's books and records related to this Agreement during reasonable business 
hours.  Client shall further permit Community Technologies to electronically 
access the Systems and monitor Client and its Users' use of the Systems for the 
purposes of verifying Client's compliance with the terms of this Agreement 
and/or for Community Technologies to perform its obligations under this 
Agreement.  For example, Community Technologies may ask for, and Client shall 
provide, copies of Client's records verifying treatment relationships and uses 
and/or disclosures of records for treatment purposes. 

c. Client shall promptly notify Community Technologies of any suspected or actual 
unauthorized access, use or disclosure of the Systems or Systems Data in order 
for Community Technologies to coordinate the investigation, provide general 
oversight of breaches of Systems Data and satisfy any legal or contractual 
reporting obligations Community Technologies may have solely with regard to 
Community Technologies Data. 

6. Governance Structure.  In accordance with the Policies, Client shall establish a separate, 
internal governance structure related to use and oversight of the Systems by Users.  
Client may have access to representation on certain Community Technologies 
information technology community committees; provided, however, such committees 
shall be advisory in nature and shall not have ability to direct or otherwise bind 
Community Technologies. 

7. Restrictions.  Client will not, and will not permit Users to, do any of the following: 
a. Copy or duplicate, by any means, the Technology Services or any part thereof 

(including computer screenshots) unless expressly for patient care or payment 
for patient care purposes; 

b. Reverse engineer, de-compile, disassemble or otherwise attempt to learn or 
derive the source code, structure, algorithms or ideas underlying the Technology 
Services or any part thereof; 

c. Modify, adapt, translate or create derivative works based on the Technology 
Services or any part thereof; 

d. Remove, obscure or modify any markings or notice of proprietary rights of 
Community Technologies or any Vendor or other licensor from any media, user 
interface, and component of the Technology Services or Documentation; 

e. Cause or permit the use of the Technology Services by any third party or permit 
any third party to take any action restricted by this Agreement; 

f. Share or disclose usernames, passwords or any unique identifiers and 
information needed to access the Systems and/or the Systems Data; 

g. Use the Technology Services or any of its components on any computer other 
than a platform designated by Community Technologies or to do anything that 
would nullify or avoid any limitations on use of the Technology Services and/or 



 

 

the Systems Data; 
h. Permit anyone to use the Systems without first assigning a user name and 

password for such User and requiring such User to at all times use the Systems 
with such assigned user name and password; 

i. Allow any person other than the applicable User to use the User's assigned user 
name and password; 

j. Sell, sublicense, timeshare, lease, rent, provide service bureau or subscription 
services or otherwise transfer Technology Services, Systems Data, or any part 
thereof;  

k. Take any action that would limit or restrict the use, compatibility or 
interoperability of the Technology Services; and/or 

l. Utilize the Technology Services and/or any Systems Data to compare or conduct 
any data analytics on other health care providers or users connected to the 
Technology Services without such health care providers' or users' express written 
consent in compliance with Applicable Law. 

8. Corrective Action.  Client shall take corrective action up to and including suspension of 
access to the Systems of any User who acts in violation of this Agreement as required by 
Community Technologies or the Policies. 

9. Client's Promotion of the Systems.  Client shall not promote or offer the Systems to any 
independent physician practices or other independent health care providers. 

10. Limitations.  In no event shall Community Technologies bear any responsibility for any 
errors or damages caused by or resulting from defects in the Client Equipment, input 
errors, or configuration of the Systems made by Client or Users, or the combination of 
any portion of the Systems with any software or equipment not provided by Community 
Technologies.  Any modifications of the Systems by anyone other than Community 
Technologies or Vendors or other Item licensors of the Systems shall relieve Community 
Technologies of any applicable obligations under this Agreement. 

11. Data Transmission. RECIPIENT ACCEPTS SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, 
COMPLETENESS AND INTEGRITY OF THE RECIPIENT DATA.  Further, in the event the 
Orderly Transition procedure set forth below is implemented for any reason, Client 
grants Community Technologies and other health care providers connected to the 
Technology Services the right to continue to use Client Data for treatment and 
healthcare operations purposes because the Client Data cannot be separated out from 
the Systems Data and other health care providers may have relied on such data; 
provided, however, the Client Data shall not automatically become part of any health 
care providers' legal medical record. 

12. Electronic Health Information Exchanges (“HIEs”).  Community Technologies is not 
responsible for sending Client Data to any HIE.  If Client desires to participate in an 
information sharing arrangement, Client must have the HIE approved by Community 
Technologies in writing and enter into a separate agreement with such HIE whereby 
Client is responsible for all participation costs and fees.  To the extent capable, 
Community Technologies shall comply with transmitting Client Data to the HIE; provided, 
however, if transmitting the Client Data to the HIE requires changes to the Systems, 
Client shall be responsible for 100% of the costs and expenses of the Customizations as 
set forth in the Order Form. 

13. Requests For Documents Or System Data. 
a. Generally.  In the event that Client or any User is requested to provide 

documentation or Systems Data on a patient, regardless of whether the request 



 

 

is from the patient directly or indirectly, a third party payor, a governmental 
agency or pursuant to a subpoena or other court order, any such documentation 
or Systems Data shall be produced in accordance with the Policies and 
instructions provided by Community Technologies and in accordance with the 
terms hereunder.  Further, Client may only provide Client Data.  Unless 
otherwise prohibited by law or regulations, in no event shall Client produce any 
Community Technologies Data or Other Data without first contacting Community 
Technologies and obtaining its written consent to the disclosure. 

b. Subpoenas.  Unless otherwise prevented by law or regulation, in the event that a 
Party is served with a subpoena or other court order relating to a Party’s use, 
access or provisioning of the Systems or the Systems Data that does not involve a 
specific patient(s) as set forth above, such Party shall promptly notify the other 
Party.  Unless prohibited by law or regulation, the Party served with such 
subpoena shall control such response unless agreed to otherwise by Parties.  Each 
Party will reasonably cooperate with the other Party in the response and any 
subsequent action. 

14. Information Blocking Compliance.  Community Technologies will implement standard 
configurations for purposes of addressing the Information Blocking Law (42 U.S.C. 300jj-
52) and corresponding regulations ("Information Blocking Law") requirements 
("Information Blocking Configurations").  It is solely Client's responsibility to ensure that 
the Information Blocking Configurations are, in Client's opinion, appropriate and sufficient 
for Client's compliance with the Information Blocking Law.  To the extent Client does not 
believe the Information Blocking Configuration are sufficient for Client to comply with the 
Information Blocking Law, Client may submit a Change Request Form to Community 
Technologies.  Furthermore, Client is responsible for reviewing the Information Blocking 
Configurations to ensure that the System remains consistent with all applicable legal 
obligations of Customer. 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To:   SVHCD Board of Directors  

From:   Sabrina Kidd MD., Chief Medical Officer 

Meeting Date:    December 2, 2021 

Subject:  Contract Approval EHR 

SVHCD Board of Directors, 
 

 

As the current SVH electronic health record known as Allscripts / Paragon is nearing end of life, SVH has 
undertaken a search for a new electronic health record. A work group with representation from staff, 
nursing, physicians, and information technology services was formed. This group looked at numerous 
products including EPIC, Cerner, Meditech, and Allscripts Community Sunrise. The group unanimously 
endorsed the Providence Community Technologies EPIC product.  

This EPIC product and the reasons for its selection have been presented to the Board of Directors in 
October, November, and December 2021.  

The cost of implementation, including a $300,000 contingency, is estimated to be $3.5M. The 
implementation does not include the replacement of our ERP (finance modules). The annual cost for the 
new EHR and our existing ERP (Paragon) is budget neutral ($1.5M). Once a new ERP is implemented, we 
expect the annual cost to decrease to $1.25M.  

Multiple funding sources for the implementation have been identified. The hospital intends to fund the 
project using $1.2M of funds received from the CARES Act, $850K from insurance funds related to the 
cyber-attack, and $1.45M operating cash.  

At this time, we ask the Board of Directors to approve spending $3.5M from the funds identified above 
on the Providence Community Technologies EPIC product. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sabrina Kidd, MD 

Chief Medical Officer 

 

Enclosures: Community Technologies Agreement (5 documents) 



 
 

To:  SVH Finance Committee     
From:  Sarah Dungan, Controller 
Date:  November 23, 2021 
Subject: QIP Bridge Loan  

 
Recommendation:  
Administration recommends to the Sonoma Valley Health Care District Finance Committee to 
recommend to the board for approval the Non-Designated Public Hospital Bridge Loan. 
 
Background and Reasoning:   
The QIP Bridge loan was a District Hospital Leadership Forum (DHLF) sponsored budget item 
for the State of California to provide needed funds for CA District hospitals to bridge the 2-year 
period of the Prime Grant (ended 12/31/2020) to the new QIP program. The DHLF lobbied 
extensively for this loan with state legislatures and it was signed by the Governor in September 
2021.  
 
Loan Details:   
Sonoma Valley Health Care District is eligible for $308,000 for the first funding round. 
Dependent on what remains of the initial $40,000,000 pool of funds a second round of funding 
becomes available and the District is eligible for an addition $462,000. 
 

• 2-Year term with balloon payment at end of term 
• 0% interest 
• 1% Administration fee to the California Health Facilities Financing Authority 
• Application due December 1, 2021 (First Round) 
• Application due February 1, 2022 (Second Round) 
• Secured by Medi-Cal revenue 
• QIP payment to the hospital is expected at $750,000 (FY 2024) 
• DHLF has noted the possibility of the loan becoming a grant 

 
 
Attachments:  
California Health Facilities Financing Authority (CHFFA) Non-designated Public Hospital 
Bridge Loan Program  
 



California Health Facilities Financing Authority  

Nondesignated Public Hospital Bridge Loan Program 

(Authority and Reference: Chapter 240, Statutes of 2021 [SB 170, Skinner], Section 25) 

Section 1.  Definitions 

The following definitions shall apply wherever the terms are used herein. 

(a) “Applicant” means a Nondesignated Public Hospital, as further specified in Section 3, 

that submits an Application.  

(b) “Application” means a written and online request for a loan under the 

Nondesignated Public Hospital Bridge Loan Program in the form and format of the 

Nondesignated Public Hospital Bridge Loan Program Application CHFFA Form No. CHFFA 11 

NDPH‐01 (10/2021), incorporated by reference, and all other supporting documents, as 

described in Section 4.  

(c) “Authority” means the California Health Facilities Financing Authority. 

(d) “Borrower” means a Nondesignated Public Hospital that has been approved to 

receive a Program loan from the Nondesignated Public Hospital Bridge Loan Program. 

(e) “Executive Director” means the Executive Director of the Authority or his/her 

designee. 

(f) “Funding Round” means the time period during which Applications may be submitted 

for consideration of a loan. 

(g) “Loan Recipient” means a Nondesignated Public Hospital that has been approved to 

receive a loan. 

(h) “Nondesignated Public Hospital” means a public hospital as defined in Welfare and 

Institutions Code 14105.98, subdivision (a)(25) (excluding designated public hospitals) listed 

in Section 3.  

(i) “Program” means the Nondesignated Public Hospital Bridge Loan Program.  

(j) “Working Capital” means working capital as defined in Government Code Section 

15432, subdivision (h). 

Section 2.  Eligibility 

An Applicant shall be eligible to apply for a Program loan if all of the following conditions are 

met: 

(a) The Applicant is a Nondesignated Public Hospital. 
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Guidelines 

(b) The Applicant intends to use loan proceeds for the sole purpose of Working Capital 

to support its operations. 

Section 3.   Maximum Loan Amounts 

(a) For the first funding round, the maximum Program loan amount for each 

Nondesignated Public Hospital is as follows: 

  Nondesignated Public Hospital  Max. Amount 

(1)  Antelope Valley Hospital/Antelope Valley Healthcare District  $2,813,000 

(2)  Bear Valley Community Hospital/Bear Valley Community Healthcare 
District  296,000 

(3)  Eastern Plumas Health Care/Eastern Plumas Health Care District  326,000 

(4)  El Camino Hospital/El Camino Health Mountain View Campus  1,192,000 

(5)  El Centro Regional Medical Center/City of El Centro  2,296,000 

(6)  Hazel Hawkins Memorial Hospital/San Benito Healthcare District  1,253,000 

(7)  Jerold Phelps Community Hospital/Southern Humboldt Community 
Healthcare District  511,000 

(8)  John C. Fremont Healthcare District  551,000 

(9)  Kaweah Delta Medical Center/Kaweah Health Medical Center  3,996,000 

(10)  Kern Valley Healthcare District  601,000 

(11)  Lompoc Valley Medical Center  2,062,000 

(12)  Mammoth Hospital/Southern Mono Healthcare District  1,083,000 

(13)  Marin General Hospital/MarinHealth Medical Center  1,384,000 

(14)  Mayers Memorial Hospital/Mayers Memorial Hospital District  331,000 

(15)  Modoc Medical Center/Last Frontier Healthcare District  314,000 

(16)  Mountains Community Hospital/San Bernardino Mountains Community 
Hospital District  770,000 

(17)  Northern Inyo Hospital/Northern Inyo Healthcare District  497,000 

(18)  Oak Valley District Hospital/Oak Valley Hospital District  2,045,000 

(19)  Palo Verde Hospital/Palo Verde Healthcare District  296,000 

(20)  Palomar Pomerado Health/Palomar Health/Palomar Medical Center  3,481,000 

(21)  Pioneers Memorial Hospital/Pioneers Memorial Healthcare District  1,527,000 

(22)  Plumas District Hospital/Plumas Hospital District  296,000 
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  Nondesignated Public Hospital  Max. Amount 

(23)  Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital/Salinas Valley Memorial Healthcare 
System  2,430,000 

(24)  San Gorgonio Memorial Hospital/San Gorgonio Memorial Healthcare 
District  1,141,000 

(25)  Seneca Healthcare District   296,000 

(26)  Sierra View District Hospital/Sierra View Local Health Care District  1,473,000 

(27)  Sonoma Valley Hospital/Sonoma Valley Healthcare District  308,000 

(28)  Southern Inyo Hospital/Southern Inyo Healthcare District  296,000 

(29)  Surprise Valley Community Hospital/Surprise Valley Health Care District  296,000 

(30)  Tahoe Forest Hospital/Tahoe Valley Hospital District  994,000 

(31)  Tri‐City Medical Center/Tri‐City Hospital District  2,405,000 

(32)  Trinity Hospital/Mountain Communities Healthcare District  296,000 

(33)  Washington Hospital‐Fremont/Washington Township Healthcare District  2,144,000 

  Total  $40,000,000 

 

(b)  Any remaining funds after the first Funding Round shall be available in a second 

Funding Round and a notice of a second Funding Round will be posted on the Authority’s 

website.  Loan amounts for the second Funding Round will be determined as follows: 

(1)  Eligible Applicants that request any remaining loan amounts from the first 

Funding Round shall receive a loan up to the maximum specified in section (a).  

(2)  Any funds that remain will then be made available to eligible Applicants that 

already received loans totaling their first Funding Round maximum loan amounts. 

(3)  Subject to the restriction in subdivision (4), the amount available to eligible 

Applicants that have been approved loans totaling their first Funding Round maximum loan 

amounts and request additional funding will be calculated by dividing their maximum loan 

amount in the first Funding Round by the sum of their approved loans made in the first 

Funding Round and subdivision (1) multiplied by the amount calculated to be available in 

subdivision (2). 

(4)  Maximum loan amounts calculated in subdivision (3) shall be further 

restricted to 150% of the maximum loan amounts available in the first Funding Round. 
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Section 4.  Loan Application  

(a) The Application CHFFA Form No. CHFFA 11 NDPH‐01 (10/2021) shall be made 

available on the Authority’s website at www.treasurer.ca.gov/chffa. 

(b) Each Application shall include the following: 

(1) Name and title of the person to be designated by the board to sign Program 

loan documents if financing is approved. 

(2) Copy of the current applicable State of California operating license. 

(3) Certification that the intended use of the Program loan proceeds is solely for 

Working Capital to support operations. 

(4) Certification that the Applicant is a Nondesignated Public Hospital. 

(5) In the event the Applicant does not pay off its loan within 24 months of the 

loan agreement, agreement to assign 20% of the Applicant’s Medi‐Cal checkwrite payments 

until the loan amount has been satisfied. 

(c) The Authority shall determine whether the Application is complete.  If the Authority 

determines that additional information is needed, the Authority shall notify the Applicant 

and request such information.  If the Applicant fails to provide the information as requested, 

the Applicant shall be deemed ineligible for a Program loan. 

Section 5.   Application Submission 

(a) Announcements of available funding will be shared with all eligible Applicants. 

(1) The deadline for the first Funding Round is December 1, 2021. 

(2) If funds remain after the first Funding Round, Applications may be submitted 

in a second Funding Round with a deadline of February 1, 2022. 

(b) The Application, including supporting documentation, shall be received by the 

Authority no later than 5:00 p.m. (Pacific Time) on the deadline dates and may be emailed as 

a Portable Document Format (PDF) attachment to chffa@treasurer.ca.gov or submitted 

through the online Application on the Authority’s website. 

(c) CHFFA is not responsible for transmittal delays or failures of any kind.  

Section 6.  Application Review 

(a) The Authority will evaluate and determine Program loans based on the following: 

(1) The Applicant meets all of the eligibility criteria in Section 2. 
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(2) The Applicant demonstrates that use of the funds will be strictly for 

supporting the operations of the Nondesignated Public Hospital. 

Section 7.   Loan Amount and Repayment Terms 

(a) The Executive Director shall be delegated the power to approve Program loans 

pursuant the Program guidelines herein solely to the extent there are available funds for the 

Program. 

(b) The Executive Director shall establish the repayment period for an approved Program 

loan, which shall be memorialized in a written loan agreement. 

(1) The Program loan repayment period shall be a maximum of 24 months from 

the date of the loan agreement. 

(2) The total Program loan amount must be repaid in total and discharged within 

24 months of the date of the loan agreement. 

(c) There shall be no interest charged for these Loans. 

(d) Each Loan will incur a 1% administrative fee, which is due at closing and shall be 

withheld from the Program loan proceeds. 

(e) There shall be no penalty for early repayment of Program loan. 

Section 8.  Loan and Security Agreement 

(a) Prior to the issuance of each Program loan, the Authority shall require each Loan 

Recipient to agree to terms and conditions set forth in a written loan agreement, which shall 

specify the loan amount, repayment period, covenants, and requirements in the event of 

inability to make payments or default. 

(b) The loan agreement shall require each Loan Recipient to agree to all of the following: 

(1) Defending, indemnifying and holding harmless the Authority and the State, 

and all officers, trustees, agents, and employees of the same, from and against any and all 

claims, losses, costs, damages, or liabilities of any kind or nature, whether direct or indirect, 

arising from or relating to the Program. 

(2) If payment of Program loan amount is not paid within 24 months of the date 

of the loan and security agreement, having 20% of its respective Medi‐Cal checkwrite 

payments intercepted and offset at the state level from the Department of Health Care 

Services until the Program loan amount has been satisfied. 

(3) Such other terms and conditions as agreed upon by the Authority and the 

Nondesignated Public Hospital. 



Sonoma Valley Hospital

Project/Capital Costs and Projected Funding

FY 2022 & FY 2023

Projects/Capital items: FY 2022 FY 2023

ODC:

  Projected Dome Settlement 1,200,000$    

ODC Project (CT and MRI) - costs over original budget 1,000,000       1,000,000$    

E.H.R. Implementation 775,000          2,730,000       

Board Approved Capital 592,540          

Total Estimated Projects/Capital Items 3,567,540$    3,730,000$    

Actual & Projected Funding Sources:

Provider Relief funds received 11/23/2021 1,200,000$    

Board Designated $1M - a) 1,000,000$    

Funding Gap - funded from operating cash - c) 1,717,540       530,000          

Sub-Total of Actual funds 2,717,540      1,730,000      

Cyber-attack insurance proceeds (Estimate $850,000)

     Less: outstanding lease 850,000          

CHFFA Help II Loan (Epic or ODC  project) - b) 2,000,000       

Sub-Total of Projected Funds 850,000          2,000,000      

Total Funding Sources (Estimate) 3,567,540$    3,730,000$    

Planned capital costs for FY 2023 (equipment, IT equipment & Bldg improvements) of $1.9M dependent 

on board approval and available funding.

Other Possible Sources:

* Possible foundation funding to cover costs of hardware costs needed for Epic implementation

* Increased referrals (benefit from increased operability from new E.H.R.)

* Increased volumes from ODC (CT in late FY 2022)

a) - In September 2020 the board approved to designate $1M of cash to go towards any funding shortfalls that

may occur between the timing of ODC construction costs vs. pledged funds collected by the Foundation.

The board may release the designation.  These funds are dependent on board re designation.

b) - Subject to both Board and CHFFA approval.

c) - Subject to Board approval the hospital will apply for the QIP bridge loan that will contribute an

additional $770,000 (interest free) to operating capital during FY 2022.



 

 
To:  SVHCD Board of Directors 
From:  John Hennelly 
Date:  12.02.21 
Subject:  Administrative Report 

 

Summary:  
 
October saw solid performance across the organization with strong volumes throughout the hospital. Of note, Surgery met budget despite having one of our 
busiest surgeons out for two weeks. Discharges were off budget slightly but exceeded last year. Length of stay was up considerably due to the continued 
conversion from Banyan and some more complex cases leading to the highest CMI since 12/20. Diagnostics and therapies (PT/OT/ST/RT) remain well ahead of 
budget. Vaccinations of 5–11-year-olds has started off incredibly strong. Clinics hosted by the CHC, which we have staffed, have been incredibly busy. The ODC 
project is progressing with the architectural review wrapping up. 
 
The renewal of the provider tax went to the voters 11/2/21. With almost 80% of the vote, the tax was renewed at it’s existing $250/parcel for 10 years. Support 
for the tax was the highest it has been since its initial approval. 
 
Resolution of the Dome contract is nearing completion. We have agreed upon a tentative settlement pending Board approval. 
 
The annual strategy retreat was held and a review of the current market trends, hospital performance, and existing strategic plan occurred.  Modifications to the 
existing plan will be presented to the Board in January. 

 
Update from 2025 Strategic Plan: 

Strategic Priorities Update 
Enhance Quality and 
Services through the 
affiliation with UCSF 
Health  

  We continue to focus on building relationships within the UCSF network 
o GI 
o Infectious Diseases 
o Primary Care (Marin Health MG) 
o Gyn 

 We’re participating in a UCSF job fair this month targeting their graduating physicians. 
 Recruitment for the next CFO is underway and should be complete by the end of December. 

Exceed Community 
Expectations 
especially in 
Emergency Services 

 Phase 1 of the ODC continues as architects review the status of the project.  
 We will direct contract with a replacement contractor as soon as the Dome settlement is 

signed. An RFP for phase 2 will go out at the same time. 
 Engagement continues with community groups and community members.  
 The hospital continues to provide guidance to our community regarding Covid guidelines. 
 The hospital continues to host virtual townhalls currently focused on the vaccination 

process for 5–11-year-olds. Vaccination clinics for this group have begun. Strong turnout. 
Ensure Patients 
receive Excellent, 
Safe care 

 Covid screening protocols continue to be deployed throughout the hospital. No issues have 
been identified. 

 The team has finished their EHR review. We have selected Providence as our EHR host. We 
will be bringing a contract forward for approval. 

Provide Access to 
Excellent Physicians 

 The team continues to work on recruitment efforts to bring MDs to Sonoma. Focus currently 
on primary care and surgery. 

Be a Healthy Hospital  With the requirement for all employees to be vaccinated as of 9/30, 97% of our employees 
and 99% of our medical staff have chosen to be vaccinated. There are roughly 10 medical 
and religious exemptions.  

 



2022 GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE WORK PLAN 

January 
 

• Continuing Education for the 
Board. Specific courses 

• Conduct review and revision 
of Board policies as dictated 
by the schedule 

• Create Board Compliance 
Program Worksheet - JF 

 

February 
 

• Review composition of 
standing committee 

• Identify skill sets of 
committee members, 
confirm went through 
correct procedures. 

• Form 700 review 

March 
 

• Review district bylaws 
 

April 
 

• Plan 1st Board Retreat 

May 
 

• Ensure Conflict of Interest 
Policy is being adhered to 
according to form 700 

June 
 
 

July 
 
 

August 
 

• Plan 2nd Board Retreat 

September 
 

October 
 

November 
 

• Ensure Board Self-
Assessment is complete 

• Review Board Compliance 

December 
 

COMPLETED                            IN PROCESS                           UNDONE 

 
 
 



January February March April

• December Financials • January Financials • February Financials • March Financials

• Review 2nd Quarter FY 2022 capital 

spending & plan
• Review FY 2023 Budget Assumptions • FY 2023 Budget Update • FY 2023 Budget Update

• Pension Plan Review - Lynn McKissock - 

?
• Engage Auditor's mid-year review

• Review 3rd Quarter FY 2022 capital 

spending

• Risk Management Review - ?

May June July August

• April Financials • May Financials • June Financials • July Financials

• Review and recommend FY 2023 

budget proposal

• Review capital spending plan for FY 

2023
• Review pre audited FY 2022 Financials • FY 2022 audit update

• Review 4th Quarter FY 2022 capital 

spending & plan

September October November December

• August Financials • September Financials • October Financials • November Financials

• FY 2022 audit update • Review preliminary audit results • 2023 Finance Committee work plan

• Review current insurance policies
• Review 1st Quarter FY 2023 capital 

spending

2022 Finance Committee Work Plan



Sonoma Valley District Board Calendar - 2022
January February March April May June

• Board Member 
Committee 
Assignments

• Committee Work 
Plans - Part 2

• Valley of the 
Moon Post Acute 
Semi-Annual 
Report

• Quality 
Committee 
Quarterly Report

• Finance 
Committee 
Quarterly Report

• UCSF Affiliation 
Update

• Review FY 2023 
Budget 
Assumptions

• Information 
Services Annual 
Report

• Review Updates 
to Five Year 
Rolling Strategic 
Plan

• UCSF Affiliates –
Shelby Decosta

• Chief of Staff 
Report

• Patient 
Service/Surgery 
Annual Report

• Annual Hospital 
Quality Report

➢ Board Planning 
Offsite

• Finance 
Committee 
Quarterly Report

• Human
Resources 
Annual Report

➢ Joint 
Board/Finance 
Committee 
Budget Meeting

• Approve FY 2023 
Budget

• Approve Capital 
Spending Plan

• Appointment of 
CEO 
Compensation 
Committee

• CEO Goals for FY 
2023

• SVHF Annual 
Update

July August September October November December

• Ancillary Services 
Annual Report

• Valley of the 
Moon Post Acute 
Semi-Annual 
Report

• Quality 
Committee  
Quarterly Report

• Finance 
Committee 
Quarterly Report

• UCSF Affiliation 
Update

• Chief of Staff 
Report

• Resolution for 
GO Bond Tax 
Rate

• Approve CEO 
Performance 
Evaluation/Comp
ensation/Annual 
Incentive Goals

• Quality 
Committee 
Quarterly Report

• Marketing/PR 
Update

➢ Board 
Assessment 
Offsite

• Approve FY 2021 
Audit 

• SVHCD Annual 
Report to the 
Community

• Finance 
Committee 
Quarterly Report

• Elect District 
Officers

• Annual Strategy 
Report

Note: Guest speakers will be slotted in over the course of the year (see page two)
➢ Items with arrows are separate meetings to be scheduled

1



Speakers, Education Opportunities, Briefings

Suggested 2022 Guest Speakers

• Sonoma Community Health Center CEO – Cheryl Johnson 

• Sonoma Valley Fire & Rescue – Steve Akre

• Hospice by the Bay – Kitty Whitaker

• Vintage House – Renee Scott

• La Luz Executive Director – Leonardo Lobato

• Seismic Requirements - HCA

• UCSF Affiliation – Shelby Decosta (scheduled for March 2022)

2



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To:   SVHCD Board of Directors 

From:   Sabrina Kidd, MD 

Meeting Date:    December 2, 2021 

Subject:  CMO Report 

 
November Highlights Included: 

1. COVID-19:  
a. Case numbers largely plateaued locally for the last month.  Nationally, numbers 

are rising sharply, especially in colder climates within the US.   
b. Vaccines: 

1. Many SVH nurses and staff have volunteered at the pediatric 
vaccine clinics which are a collaboration between SVCHC, SVH 
and the local schools. 

2. Med-Surg / ICU / Surgery / ED Updates: 
a. The inpatient service provided care to Kaiser patients during the Kaiser strike in 

November.   
b. Clinical Informatics is finalizing preparations to comply with the state mandate to 

send ALL prescriptions electronically beginning January 1, 2022.   
c. Due to the sudden loss of our MRI technician, we have had to transfer numerous 

patients who need emergent MRI services over the last few weeks.  We have 
hired a temporary MRI  technician who begins in early December and we are still 
working on permanent solutions.   

d. Perioperative Process Improvement Project is on-going.  Goal is to define new 
process by January 2022. 

e. The inpatient team continues work on interoperability standards and is now 
working to reconcile CCD documents that are requested and received upon 
patient admission. 

3. Medical Staff: 
a. November meetings included: Medicine Committee, Surgery Committee, and 

MEC/Peer Review 
b. A new general surgeon, Dr. Shirazi, will be joining the General Surgery Call 

Pool. 
c. There are two new orthopedic surgeons who have opened an office in Sonoma.  

Drs. Centeno and Nissen are completing their SVH credentialling and expect to 
begin providing services at SVH in early 2022.   



 

4. Quality: 
a. The Case Mix Index (CMI) and the Length of Stay (LOS) were both up in 

October.  This is likely a reflection of sicker patients due to deferred care from the 
Pandemic as well as better documentation of comorbidities and improvements in 
our case management program.  Longer LOS is expected with a rise in CMI. 

b. We are exploring using Rate My Hospital, our texting feedback platform, to 
distribute Staff satisfaction surveys that correlate to patient satisfaction. 

5. UCSF: 
a. Physician Recruitment 

i. We continue to work together on a solution for GI (gastroenterology) in 
Sonoma. 

ii. SVH will be participating in an Affiliates Network Job Fair in December. 
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To:  SVH Finance Committee     
From:  Sarah Dungan, Controller 
Date:  November 23, 2021 
Subject: Financial Report for the Month Ending October 31, 2021  

 
In October we saw inpatient volumes close to budget which was an increase from previous months.  
Outpatient and emergency room volumes continue to be over budgeted volumes. During the month of 
October the hospital made a matching fee for the July to December 2020 Rate Range Intergovernmental 
transfer program (IGT) and accrued for the gross proceeds which will be received in December or 
January. The budget for October reflects a 12-month rate range period which is reflected in the 
variances.  
 
For the month of October the hospital’s actual operating margin of $333,286 was ($2,009,226) 
unfavorable to the budgeted operating margin of $2,342,512.  After accounting for all other activity; the 
net income for October was $848,817 vs. the budgeted net income of $3,381,746 with a monthly EBDA 
of 14.3% vs. a budgeted 32.9%. Without the net proceeds of the IGT the operating margin would be 
($1,200,023) and ($342,535) unfavorable to the budgeted operating margin of ($857,488). 
 
Gross patient revenue for October was $23,585,407; $913,819 over budget. Inpatient gross revenue 
was under budget by ($110,810).  Inpatient days were over budget by 32 days and inpatient surgeries 
were under budget by (2) cases. Outpatient gross revenue was over budget by $182,460.  Outpatient 
visits were over budget by 79 visits, outpatient surgeries were over budget by 3 cases, and special 
procedures were over budget by 16 cases. The Emergency Room gross revenue was over budget by 
$842,169 with ER visits over budgeted expectations by 152 visits.  
 
Deductions from revenue were unfavorable to budgeted expectations by ($3,742,540) due to higher 
gross revenue than budgeted and an additional reserve posted to reflect lower payments received for 
ambulatory care (outpatient surgeries) services than previously reserved for ($1,172,150). The hospital 
accrued for the 6-month period of July to December 2020 Rate Range IGT which is unfavorable to the 
12-month period budgeted for a variance of ($2,570,390). 
 
After accounting for all other operating revenue, the total operating revenue was unfavorable to 
budgeted expectations by $(2,776,316). 
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Operating Expenses of $5,743,279 were favorable to budget by $767,090 due to the favorable variance 
of the IGT matching fee made in October. Without the matching fee variance, total expenses would be 
$4,646,978 compared to a budget of $4,510,369 for an unfavorable variance of ($136,609). Salaries and 
wages and agency fees were over budget by ($82,718) due to increased costs in nursing departments, 
respiratory therapy, and social services. Due to COVID we are experiencing much higher rates for agency 
fees for nurses and other clinical positions.  Professional fees were over budget by ($72,636) due to 
higher than budgeted UCSF management costs including the new IT director. Supplies are under budget 
by $51,012 due to lower supply costs in the surgery department.  Purchased services are over budget 
($40,989) primarily due to IT services which include the 15% of increased costs for Paragon Allscripts. 
 
After accounting for all income and expenses, but not including Restricted Contributions and GO bond 
activity, the net income for October was $643,346 vs. a budgeted net income of $2,660,155. In the 
month of October the hospital received $25,554 in donations from the Sonoma Valley Hospital 
Foundation. The total net income for October after all activity was $848,817 vs. a budgeted net income 
of $3,381,746.   
 
EBDA for the month of October was 14.3% vs. the budgeted 32.9%. 

Patient Volumes – October 
  ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE PRIOR YEAR 

Acute Discharges 65 80 -15 64 
Acute Patient Days 294 262 32 230 
Observation Days 15 0 15 18 
OP Gross Revenue $17,578  $16,553  $1,025  $14,667  
Surgical Cases 121 120 1 121 

 
Gross Revenue Overall Payer Mix – October 

  ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE YTD ACTUAL YTD 
BUDGET 

VARIANCE 

Medicare 36.7% 39.7% -3.0% 35.6% 39.7% -4.1% 
Medicare Mgd Care 12.8% 15.4% -2.6% 15.3% 15.4% -0.1% 
Medi-Cal 18.9% 18.9% 0.0% 17.7% 19.1% -1.4% 
Self Pay 1.4% 1.1% 0.3% 2.1% 1.1% 1.0% 
Commercial 25.3% 21.8% 3.5% 25.8% 21.6% 4.2% 
Workers Comp 4.9% 3.1% 1.8% 3.5% 3.1% 0.4% 
Total 100.0% 100.0%   100.0% 100.0%   
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Cash Activity for October: 
For the month of October the cash collection goal was $3,749,446 and the Hospital collected $3,341,408 
or under the goal by ($408,038). The year-to-date cash collection goal was $15,468,338 and the Hospital 
has collected $14,307,723 or under goal by ($1,160,615).  At October month-end an in depth AR analysis 
was done and found that ambulatory care services (outpatient surgeries) for commercial payers were 
being paid at a lower percentage than the 12-month historical data.  Therefore, an additional reserve 
was posted to October’s contractual allowance.  Another review will be done for the November month-
end AR.   
 

  CURRENT MONTH PRIOR MONTH VARIANCE PRIOR YEAR 

Days of Cash on Hand – Avg. 40.0 45.5 -5.5 60.1 
Accounts Receivable Days 45.9 42.4 3.5 53.2 
Accounts Payable $3,699,027 $3,519,605 $179,422 $4,088,562 
Accounts Payable Days 45.8 43.1 2.7 58.3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS:  

• Attachment A is the Payer Mix Analysis which includes the projected collection percentage by 
payer 

• Attachment B is the Operating Indicators Report 
• Attachment C is the Balance Sheet 
• Attachment D (two pages) is the Statement of Revenue and Expense.  The first page breaks out 

the hospital operations and page two includes all other activity.  
• Attachment E is the Variance Analysis  
• Attachment F is the Cash Projection 



Sonoma Valley Hospital ATTACHMENT A

Payer Mix for the month of October 31, 2021

1

Gross Revenue: Actual Budget Variance % Variance Actual Budget Variance % Variance

Medicare 8,640,572 8,987,064 -346,492 -3.9% 34,185,575 33,671,074 514,501 1.5%

Medicare Managed Care 3,015,467 3,492,857 -477,390 -13.7% 14,680,259 13,092,149 1,588,110 12.1%

Medi-Cal 4,447,121 4,285,581 161,540 3.8% 17,002,928 16,200,627 802,301 5.0%

Self Pay 327,577 241,632 85,945 35.6% 2,036,861 904,499 1,132,362 125.2%

Commercial & Other Government 5,998,793 4,955,514 1,043,279 21.1% 24,832,635 18,406,100 6,426,535 34.9%

Worker's Comp. 1,155,877 708,940 446,937 63.0% 3,349,028 2,600,210 748,818 28.8%

Total 23,585,407              22,671,588              913,819            96,087,286               84,874,659               11,212,627      

Net Revenue: Actual Budget Variance % Variance Actual Budget Variance % Variance

Medicare 847,979                    1,095,846                 -247,867 -22.6% 3,695,631                  4,065,175                  -369,544 -9.1%

Medicare Managed Care 333,812                    403,076                    -69,264 -17.2% 1,632,743                  1,510,834                  121,909 8.1%

Medi-Cal 466,503                    451,272                    15,231 3.4% 1,795,081                  1,685,927                  109,154 6.5%

Self Pay 154,453                    91,168                      63,285 69.4% 867,773                     341,268                     526,505 154.3%

Commercial & Other Government 1,295,257                 1,387,645                 -92,388 -6.7% 6,297,632                  5,250,661                  1,046,971 19.9%

Worker's Comp. 203,897                    131,225                    72,672 55.4% 595,833                     481,299                     114,534 23.8%

Prior Period Adj/IGT 2,629,610                 5,200,000                 -2,570,390 -49% 2,751,308                  5,200,000                  -2,448,692 * 

Total 5,931,511                8,760,232                (2,828,721)        -32.3% 17,636,001               18,535,164               (899,163)           -4.9%

Percent of Net Revenue: Actual Budget Variance % Variance Actual Budget Variance % Variance

Medicare 14.3% 12.5% 1.8% 14.40% 21.0% 21.9% -1.0% -4.57%

Medicare Managed Care 5.6% 4.6% 1.0% 21.74% 9.3% 8.2% 1.1% 13.41%

Medi-Cal 7.9% 5.2% 2.7% 51.92% 10.2% 9.1% 1.1% 12.09%

Self Pay 2.6% 1.0% 1.6% 160.00% 4.9% 1.8% 3.1% 172.22%

Commercial & Other Government 21.9% 15.8% 6.1% 38.61% 35.6% 28.3% 7.3% 25.80%

Worker's Comp. 3.4% 1.5% 1.9% 126.67% 3.4% 2.6% 0.8% 30.77%

Prior Period Adj/IGT 44.3% 59.4% -15.1% -25.42% 15.6% 28.1% -12.5% -44.48%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% -0.1% -0.1%

Projected Collection Percentage: Actual Budget Variance % Variance Actual Budget Variance % Variance

Medicare 9.8% 12.2% -2.4% -19.7% 10.8% 12.1% -1.3% -10.7%

Medicare Managed Care 11.1% 11.5% -0.4% -3.5% 11.1% 11.5% -0.4% -3.5%

Medi-Cal 10.5% 10.5% 0.0% 0.0% 10.6% 10.4% 0.2% 1.9%

Self Pay 47.2% 37.7% 9.5% 25.2% 42.6% 37.7% 4.9% 13.0%

Commercial & Other Government 21.6% 28.0% -6.4% -22.9% 25.4% 28.5% -3.1% -10.9%

Worker's Comp. 17.6% 18.5% -0.9% -4.9% 17.8% 18.5% -0.7% -3.8%

Month Year-to-Date



SONOMA VALLEY HOSPITAL ATTACHMENT B

OPERATING INDICATORS

For the Period Ended October 31, 2021

YTD

Favorable Favorable Prior

Actual Budget (Unfavorable) Actual Budget (Unfavorable) Year

10/31/21 10/31/21 Variance 10/31/21 10/31/21 Variance 10/31/20

Inpatient Utilization

Discharges

1 47                   64                (17)                   Med/Surg 190 208              (18)                    214              

2 18                   16                2                      ICU 61 57                4                       50                

3 65 80                (15)                   Total Discharges 251 265              (14)                    264

Patient Days:

4 196                 172              24                     Med/Surg 683 677              6                       737              

5 98                   90                8                      ICU 342 355              (13)                    354              

6 294 262              32                     Total Patient Days 1,025 1,032 (7)                      1,091

7 15                   -                  15                     Observation days 98 -                  98                     91                

Average Length of Stay:

8 4.2 2.7 1.5                    Med/Surg 3.6 3.3 0.3                    3.4

9 5.4 5.6 (0.2)                  ICU 5.6 6.2 (0.6)                   7.1

10 4.5 3.3 1.2                    Avg. Length of Stay 4.1 3.9 0.2                    4.1

Average Daily Census: 

11 6.3 5.5 0.8                    Med/Surg 5.6 5.5 0.0                    6.0

12 3.2 2.9 0.3                    ICU 2.8 2.9 (0.1)                   2.9

13 9.5 8.5 1.0                    Avg. Daily Census 8.3 8.4 (0.1)                   8.9

Other Utilization Statistics

Emergency Room Statistics

14 764                 612              152                   Total ER Visits 3,158 2,448           710                   2,807           

Outpatient Statistics:

15 4,726              4,647           79                     Total Outpatients Visits 18,788 17,842         946                   15,752         

16 15                   17                (2)                     IP Surgeries 44 63                (19)                    67                

17 106                 103              3                      OP Surgeries 436 371              65                     398              

18 61                   45                16                     Special Procedures 222 162              60                     175              

19 255                 296              (41)                   Adjusted Discharges 1,164 938              226                   976              

20 1,153              970              184                   Adjusted Patient Days 4,733 3,644           1,089                3,993           

21 37.2                31.3             5.9                    Adj. Avg. Daily Census 38.5             29.6             8.9                    32.5             

22 1.6670            1.4000         0.267                Case Mix Index -Medicare 1.4206 1.4000 0.021                1.6332         

23 1.5059            1.4000         0.106                Case Mix Index - All payers 1.3606 1.4000 (0.039)               1.5263         

Labor Statistics

24 211                 209              (2)                     FTE's - Worked 206              205              (1.2)                   205              

25 225                 231              6                      FTE's - Paid 229              226              (3.2)                   225              

26 47.86              44.64           (3.23)                Average Hourly Rate 45.24           44.49           (0.76)                 46.80           

27 6.05                7.38             1.33                  FTE / Adj. Pat Day 5.96             7.63             1.67                  6.92             

28 34.5                42.0             7.6                    Manhours / Adj. Pat Day 34.0             43.5             9.5                    39.4             

29 155.9              137.7           (18.2)                Manhours / Adj. Discharge 138.2           169.0           30.9                  161.2           

30 22.9% 23.9% 1.0% Benefits % of Salaries 24.3% 24.7% 0.4% 21.2%

Non-Labor Statistics

31 15.7% 6.5% -9.2% Supply Expense % Net Revenue 15.6% 11.9% -3.6% 16.0%

32 2,031              1,922           (109)                 Supply Exp. / Adj. Discharge 2,005           2,359           354                   2,243           

33 22,727 22,274 (453)                 Total Expense / Adj. Discharge 17,349 21,418         4,069                18,430

Other Indicators

34 35.3 Days Cash - Operating Funds

35 45.9 50.0             (4.1)                  Days in Net AR 42.5             50.0             (7.6)                   43.0             

36 88% Collections % of Net Revenue 92% 98.7%

37 45.8 55.0             (9.2)                  Days in Accounts Payable 45.8 55.0             (9.2)                   45.5             

38 14.0% 38.7% -24.7% % Net revenue to Gross revenue 15.6% 21.9% -6.3% 16.6%

39 18.5% % Net AR to Gross AR 18.5% 17.8%

CURRENT MONTH YEAR-TO-DATE



ATTACHMENT C

                                                                                   Pre-Audit

Current Month Prior Month Prior Year

Assets

Current Assets:

1   Cash 2,757,988$          2,190,544$          451,249$             
2   Cash - Money Market 2,639,564            4,639,373            6,237,307            
3   Net Patient Receivables 6,867,754            6,896,918            5,633,964            
4   Allow Uncollect Accts (1,591,027)          (1,540,144)          (1,009,355)           
5       Net A/R 5,276,727            5,356,774            4,624,609            
6   Other Accts/Notes Rec 1,783,817            1,861,476            2,365,527            
7   Parcel Tax Receivable 3,800,000            3,800,000            3,800,000            
8   GO Bond Tax Receivable 2,601,816            2,601,816            3,168,950            
9   3rd Party Receivables, Net 2,649,085            10,903                 330,206               
10   Inventory 958,509               956,962               857,116               
11   Prepaid Expenses 918,154               936,852               758,184               
12         Total Current Assets 23,385,660$        22,354,700$        22,593,148$        

13 Property,Plant & Equip, Net 51,852,224$        52,035,381$        50,192,110$        
14 Trustee Funds - GO Bonds 3,714,834            3,714,802            3,353,911            
15 Restricted Funds - Board Approved 1,000,000            1,000,000            1,000,000            
16       Total Assets 79,952,718$        79,104,883$        77,139,169$        

Liabilities & Fund Balances

Current Liabilities:

17   Accounts Payable 3,699,027$          3,519,605$          4,088,562$          
18   Accrued Compensation 3,964,248            3,719,865            4,142,760            
19   Interest Payable - GO Bonds 107,919               56,023                 269,180               
20   Accrued Expenses 1,910,845            1,809,503            1,608,770            
21   Advances From 3rd Parties -                          -                          -                           
22   Deferred Parcel Tax Revenue 2,533,336            2,850,003            2,533,320            
23   Deferred GO Bond Tax Revenue 1,854,497            2,086,309            2,206,125            
24   Current Maturities-LTD 409,747               417,385               308,831               
25   Line of Credit - Union Bank 5,473,734            5,473,734            5,473,734            
26   Other Liabilities 235,159               243,786               121,966               
27     Total Current Liabilities 20,188,512$        20,176,213$        20,753,248$        

28 Long Term Debt, net current portion 25,121,415$        25,134,696$        26,804,184$        

29 Fund Balances:

30   Unrestricted 19,149,094$        18,325,831$        18,455,585$        
31   Restricted 15,493,697          15,468,143          11,126,152          
32     Total Fund Balances 34,642,791$        33,793,974$        29,581,737$        
33 Total Liabilities & Fund Balances 79,952,718$        79,104,883$        77,139,169$        

Balance Sheet

As of October 31, 2021

                                             Sonoma Valley Health Care District
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Sonoma Valley Health Care District ATTACHMENT D

Statement of Revenue and Expenses

Comparative Results

For the Period Ended October 31, 2021

YTD

Actual  $ % Actual Budget $ % Prior Year

Volume Information

1 65                         80                      (15)                    -19% Acute Discharges 251                      265                      (14)                    -5% 264                        

2 294                       262                    32                      12% Patient Days 1,025                   1,032                   (7)                       -1% 1,091                     

3 15                         -                         15                      0% Observation Days 98                        -                           98                      * 91                          

4 17,578$               16,553$            1,025$              6% Gross O/P Revenue (000's) 75,254$              60,880$              14,373$            24% 59,638$                 

Financial Results

Gross Patient Revenue

5 6,007,309$          6,118,119$       (110,810)           -2% Inpatient 20,833,672$       23,994,427$       (3,160,755)       -13% 22,454,308$         

6 10,766,831          10,584,371       182,460            2% Outpatient 45,999,943         38,237,343         7,762,600         20% 35,230,491           

7 6,811,267            5,969,098         842,169            14% Emergency 29,253,671         22,642,889         6,610,782         29% 24,526,589           

8 23,585,407$        22,671,588$    913,819            4% Total Gross Patient Revenue 96,087,286$       84,874,659$       11,212,627       13% 82,211,388$         

Deductions from Revenue

9 (20,073,906)        (18,933,785)     (1,140,121)       -6% Contractual Discounts (80,263,843)$     (70,829,211)$     (9,434,632)       -13% (68,045,805)$        

10 (200,000)              (150,000)           (50,000)             -33% Bad Debt (900,000) (600,000) (300,000)           -50% (460,000)

11 (9,600)                  (27,571)             17,971              65% Charity Care Provision (38,750) (110,284) 71,534              65% (46,000)

12 2,629,610            5,200,000         (2,570,390)       -49% Prior Period Adj/Government Program Revenue 2,751,308           5,200,000           (2,448,692)       -47% -                             

13 (17,653,896)$      (13,911,356)$   (3,742,540)       27% Total Deductions from Revenue (78,451,285)$     (66,339,495)$     (12,111,790)     18% (68,551,805)$        

14 5,931,511$          8,760,232$       (2,828,721)       -32% Net Patient Service Revenue 17,636,001$       18,535,164$       (899,163)           -5% 13,659,583$         

15 145,054$             92,649$            52,405              57% Other Op Rev & Electronic Health Records 377,372$            370,596$            6,776                2% 357,459$               

16 6,076,565$          8,852,881$       (2,776,316)       -31% Total Operating Revenue 18,013,373$       18,905,760$       (892,387)$         -5% 14,017,042$         

Operating Expenses

17 1,902,363$          1,819,645$       (82,718)             -5% Salary and Wages and Agency Fees 7,273,521$         7,051,484$         (222,037)           -3% 7,364,999$           

18 670,889 677,103$          6,214                1% Employee Benefits 2,725,515 2,684,612 (40,903)             -2% 2,565,399

19 2,573,252$          2,496,748$       (76,504)             -3% Total People Cost 9,999,036$         9,736,096$         (262,940)           -3% 9,930,398$           

20 585,574$             512,938$          (72,636)             -14% Med and Prof Fees (excld Agency) 2,290,980$         2,047,129$         (243,851)           -12% 1,633,474$           

21 517,995 569,007 51,012              9% Supplies 2,333,580 2,212,204 (121,376)           -5% 2,189,877

22 432,548 391,559 (40,989)             -10% Purchased Services 1,789,311 1,592,035 (197,276)           -12% 1,670,450

23 228,334 252,880 24,546              10% Depreciation 970,160 1,011,520 41,360              4% 1,029,833

24 125,049 120,319 (4,730)               -4% Utilities 550,309 481,987 (68,322)             -14% 520,961

25 53,877 46,909 (6,968)               -15% Insurance 206,520 187,636 (18,884)             -10% 181,318

26 16,389 17,966 1,577                9% Interest 64,831 71,864 7,033                10% 74,080

27 113,960 102,043 (11,917)             -12% Other 435,585 402,916 (32,669)             -8% 397,858

28 1,096,301            2,000,000         903,699            -45% Matching Fees (Government Programs) 1,125,795 2,000,000           874,205            -44% 0

29 5,743,279$          6,510,369$       767,090            12% Operating expenses 19,766,107$       19,743,387$       (22,720)             0% 17,628,249$         

30 333,286$             2,342,512$       (2,009,226)$     86% Operating Margin (1,752,734)$        (837,627)$           (915,107)           -109% (3,611,207)$          

Variance

Month

This Year Variance This Year

Year-To- Date

1
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Sonoma Valley Health Care District ATTACHMENT D

Statement of Revenue and Expenses

Comparative Results

For the Period Ended October 31, 2021

YTD

Actual  $ % Actual Budget $ % Prior Year

Variance

Month

This Year Variance This Year

Year-To- Date

Non Operating Rev and Expense

31 (6,607)$                976$                 (7,583)               -777% Miscellaneous Revenue/(Expenses) (46,446)$             3,904$                (50,350)             * 40,696$                 

32 -                        -                    -                    0% Donations -                       -                       -                    0% 498

33 -                        -                    -                    * Physician Practice Support-Prima -                       -                       -                    * 0

34 316,667 316,667 -                    0% Parcel Tax Assessment Rev 1,266,668 1,266,668 -                    0% 1,266,668

35 -                        -                    -                    0% Extraordinary Items -                       -                       -                    0% (1,511)

36 310,060$             317,643$          (7,583)               -2% Total Non-Operating Rev/Exp 1,220,222$         1,270,572$         (50,350)             -4% 1,306,351$           

37 643,346$             2,660,155$       (2,016,809)       -76% Net Income / (Loss)  prior to Restricted Contributions (532,512)$           432,945$            (965,457)           -223% (2,304,856)$          

38 -$                          -$                       -                         0% Capital Campaign Contribution -$                         -$                         -                    0% -$                           

39 25,554$               523,803$          (498,249)           0% Restricted Foundation Contributions 276,141$            2,095,212$         (1,819,071)       100% 1,831,219$           

40 668,900$             3,183,958$       (2,515,058)       -79% Net Income / (Loss) w/ Restricted Contributions (256,371)$           2,528,157$         (2,784,528)       -110% (473,637)$             

41 179,917 197,788 (17,871)             -9% GO Bond Activity, Net 504,582 785,069 (280,487)           -36% 738,436

42 848,817$             3,381,746$       (2,532,929)       -75% Net Income/(Loss) w GO Bond Activity 248,211$            3,313,226$         (3,065,015)       -93% 264,799$               

871,680$             2,913,035$       (2,041,355)       EBDA - Not including Restricted Contributions 437,648$            1,444,465$         (1,006,817)       (1,275,023)$          

14.3% 32.9% 2.4% 7.6% -9.1%

* Operating Margin without Depreciation expense:

333,286$             2,342,512$       (2,009,226)$     86% Operating Margin (1,752,734)$        (837,627)$           (915,107)$         -109%

228,334 252,880 24,546              10% Add back Depreciation 970,160 1,011,520 41,360              4%

561,620$             2,595,392$       (1,984,680)$     78% Operating Margin without Depreciation expense (782,574)$           173,893$            (873,747)$         550%

2



Sonoma Valley Health Care District ATTACHMENT E

Variance Analysis

For the Period Ended October 31, 2021

Operating Expenses
YTD Variance

 Month 

Variance 

Salary and Wages and Agency Fees

(222,037)         (82,718)               

Salaries and wages are over budget by ($33,524) and agency fees are over by ($49,194). Wages and agency 

fees are over budget in ICU, Med-Surg, Emergency Room, Respiratory Therapy, and Social Services.

Employee Benefits (40,903)           6,214                  

Total People Cost (262,940)         (76,504)               

Med and Prof Fees (excld Agency) (243,851)         (72,636)               

Professional fees are over budget due to higher than budgeted UCSF management costs including the 

unbudgeted position of IT director which is offset by a savings in salaries & wages.

Supplies (121,376)         51,012                Supplies are under budget in surgery due to less implant costs incurred than budgeted.

Purchased Services (197,276)         (40,989)               

Purchased services are over budget in IT services ($40,294), part of the overage is the increase in monthly 

costs for the extension of Paragon.

Depreciation 41,360            24,546                

Utilities (68,322)           (4,730)                 

Insurance (18,884)           (6,968)                 

Interest 7,033               1,577                  

Other (32,669)           (11,917)               

Matching Fees (Government Programs) 874,205          903,699              6-month Rate Range IGT matching fee vs. 12-month Rate Range matching fee.

Operating expenses (22,720)           767,090              



Sonoma Valley Hospital ATTACHMENT F

Cash Forecast

FY 2022

Actual Actual Actual Actual Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun TOTAL

  Hospital Operating Sources

1 Patient Payments Collected 3,768,614             3,604,012             3,741,094             3,556,171             3,535,250             3,531,361             3,667,320             3,580,044             3,818,142             3,646,790             3,763,729             3,682,225             43,894,753                
2 Other Operating Revenue 50,926                  33,133                  27,360                  158,301                92,649                  92,649                  77,649                  77,649                  77,649                  77,649                  77,649                  77,637                  920,900                     
3 Other Non-Operating Revenue 10,121                  10,229                  9,624                    10,574                  14,516                  14,516                  14,516                  14,516                  14,516                  14,516                  14,516                  14,518                  156,679                     
4 Unrestricted Contributions 14,875                  6,564                    21,439                       
5 Line of Credit -                             

Sub-Total Hospital Sources 3,844,535             3,647,375             3,778,079             3,731,610             3,642,415             3,638,526             3,759,485             3,672,209             3,910,307             3,738,955             3,855,894             3,774,380             44,993,770                

Hospital Uses of Cash

6 Operating Expenses 5,686,921             4,339,055             4,171,999             4,009,059             4,152,649             4,175,711             4,344,976             4,184,325             4,333,791             4,287,496             4,359,788             4,319,071             52,364,841                
7     Add Capital Lease Payments 116,550                26,560                  34,320                  20,919                  22,166                  89,458                  14,502                  14,502                  14,502                  14,502                  14,502                  82,109                  464,592                     
8 Additional Liabilities/LOC -                             
9 Capital Expenditures 114,099                104,421                21,501                  56,972                  584,262                2,284,262             620,512                620,512                620,512                620,512                620,512                525,511                6,793,588                  

Total Hospital Uses 5,917,571             4,470,037             4,227,821             4,086,949             4,759,077             6,549,431             4,979,990             4,819,339             4,968,805             4,922,510             4,994,802             4,926,691             59,623,022                

Net Hospital Sources/Uses of Cash (2,073,036)            (822,662)               (449,742)               (355,339)               (1,116,662)            (2,910,905)            (1,220,505)            (1,147,130)            (1,058,498)            (1,183,555)            (1,138,908)            (1,152,311)            (14,629,252)               

Non-Hospital Sources

10 Restricted Cash/Money Market 1,000,000             2,000,000             (2,000,000)            1,000,000                  
11 Restricted Capital Donations 107,079                101,291                27,342                  19,084                  525,512                525,512                525,512                525,512                525,512                525,512                525,512                525,511                4,458,891                  
12 Parcel Tax Revenue 164,000                2,050,000             1,662,000             3,876,000                  
13 Other Payments - Ins. Claims/HHS/Grants/Loans 308,000                462,000                850,000                1,620,000                  
14 Other: -                             
15      IGT 51,360                  2,674,000             1,298,801             89,000                  4,113,161                  
16      IGT - AB915 70,338                  335,000                405,338                     
17     QIP -                             

Sub-Total Non-Hospital Sources 271,080                101,291                1,149,040             2,019,084             525,512                2,575,512             1,507,512             1,824,313             987,512                2,187,512             860,512                1,464,511             15,473,390                

Non-Hospital Uses of Cash

18 Matching Fees 29,494                  1,096,301             397,247                44,500                  1,567,542                  
Sub-Total Non-Hospital Uses of Cash -                        29,494                  -                        1,096,301             -                        397,247                -                        -                        -                        -                        44,500                  -                        1,567,542                  

Net Non-Hospital Sources/Uses of Cash 271,080                71,797                  1,149,040             922,783                525,512                2,178,265             1,507,512             1,824,313             987,512                2,187,512             816,012                1,464,511             13,905,848                

Net Sources/Uses (1,801,956)            (750,865)               699,298                567,444                (591,150)               (732,640)               287,007                677,183                (70,986)                 1,003,957             (322,896)               312,200                

Operating Cash at beginning of period 4,044,067             2,242,111             1,491,246             2,190,544             2,757,988             2,166,838             1,434,198             1,721,205             2,398,388             2,327,402             3,331,359             3,008,463             

Operating Cash at End of Period 2,242,111             1,491,246             2,190,544             2,757,988             2,166,838             1,434,198             1,721,205             2,398,388             2,327,402             3,331,359             3,008,463             3,320,663             

Money Market Account Balance - Unrestricted 5,638,824             5,639,115             4,639,373             2,639,564             2,639,564             2,639,564             4,639,564             4,639,564             4,639,564             4,639,564             4,639,564             4,639,564             

Total Cash at End of Period 7,880,935             7,130,361             6,829,917             5,397,552             4,806,402             4,073,762             6,360,769             7,037,952             6,966,966             7,970,923             7,648,027             7,960,227             

Average Days of Cash on Hand 58.8 52.3 45.5 40.0

Days of Cash on Hand at End of Month 54.6 50.1 47.3 35.3 32.7 27.7 43.3 47.9 47.4 54.2 52.0 54.2
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